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Abstract
We present the ﬁrst release of the MaNGA Stellar Library (MaStar), which is a large, well-calibrated, high-quality
empirical library covering the wavelength range 3622–10354 Å at a resolving power of R∼1800. The spectra
were obtained using the same instrument as used by the Mapping Nearby Galaxies at Apache Point Observatory
(MaNGA) project, by piggybacking on the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS-IV)/Apache Point Observatory
Galaxy Evolution Experiment 2-N (APOGEE-2N) observations. Compared to previous empirical libraries, the
MaStar library will have a higher number of stars and a more comprehensive stellar-parameter coverage, especially
of cool dwarfs, low-metallicity stars, and stars with different [α/Fe], achieved by a sophisticated target-selection
strategy that takes advantage of stellar-parameter catalogs from the literature. This empirical library will provide a
new basis for stellar-population synthesis and is particularly well suited for stellar-population analysis of MaNGA
galaxies. The ﬁrst version of the library contains 8646 high-quality per-visit spectra for 3321 unique stars.
Compared to photometry, the relative ﬂux calibration of the library is accurate to 3.9% in g−r, 2.7% in r−i, and
2.2% in i−z. The data are released as part of SDSS Data Release 15. We expect the ﬁnal release of the library to
contain more than 10,000 stars.
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and wavelength coverage are limited to the capabilities of the
instruments used. Second, they are more limited in their
coverage of stellar-parameter space than theoretical libraries.
Some empirical libraries target only certain stellar types;
others aim to cover a wide range of stellar types. We focus our
discussion on the latter as they are more relevant to applications
in extragalactic studies. Examples of such libraries that are
widely used include Gunn & Stryker (1983), Pickles
(1985, 1998), Diaz et al. (1989), Silva & Cornell (1992),
Lick/IDS (Worthey et al. 1994), Lançon & Wood (2000),
STELIB (Le Borgne et al. 2003), ELODIE (Soubiran et al.
1998; Prugniel & Soubiran 2001, 2004; Prugniel et al. 2007),
INDO-US (Valdes et al. 2004), CaT (Cenarro et al. 2001),
MILES (Sánchez-Blázquez et al. 2006; Falcón-Barroso et al.
2011), HST NGSL (Gregg et al. 2006), X-Shooter Stellar
Library (XSL; Chen et al. 2014), the NASA Infrared Telescope
Facility (IRTF) Library (Rayner et al. 2009), and the Extended
IRTF library (Villaume et al. 2017).
The most severe limitation of all these empirical libraries is
their lack of adequate coverage of the stellar-parameter space
(Teff, log g, [Fe/H], and [α/Fe]). Naturally, we are limited by
the kind of stars and abundance patterns available within the
solar neighborhood, the Milky Way galaxy, and its satellites.
However, even within the stellar types and abundance patterns
available in the Milky Way, the coverage is quite incomplete.
There is much room for improvement, particularly for lowmetallicity stars, cool dwarfs, and cool giants, in particular
C-stars and O-stars along the thermally pulsating asymptotic
giant branch (TP-AGB) phase. In addition, previous libraries
are often limited to relatively bright stars, which means they are
relatively close to the Sun and have smaller abundance-pattern
variations. By pushing the observations to fainter magnitudes,
we could sample a larger portion of the Milky Way and sample
a greater variation of abundance patterns, in particular a wide
range of [α/Fe] at ﬁxed [Fe/H].
In Table 1, we summarize the speciﬁcations of several
widely used libraries. We also list the number of stars in one
example part of the parameter space to demonstrate the need
for a larger and more inclusive library. To study stellar
populations and model the stellar continuum in external
galaxies, we need an empirical library of stellar spectra that
have sufﬁcient resolution, wide wavelength coverage, and
adequate coverage of stellar-parameter space.
One of the state-of-the-art spectroscopic surveys of galaxies
is the MaNGA (Mapping Nearby Galaxies at Apache Point
Observatory) survey (Bundy et al. 2015; Yan et al. 2016a),
which is one of the three main surveys in the fourth generation
of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS-IV; Blanton et al.
2017). MaNGA provides spatially resolved spectroscopy for
10,000 nearby galaxies, covering 3622–10354 Å with a
resolving power of R∼1800. To model MaNGA spectra, we
need a stellar library with similar wavelength coverage and
similar or higher spectral resolution and including all types of
stars that are detectable in an integrated spectrum. For the last
point, some stars can be detected at certain wavelengths, such
as M dwarfs at Na I λ8183,8195, even though they do not
contribute signiﬁcantly to the broadband luminosity. However,

1. Introduction and Motivation
A stellar library is a collection of spectra of individual stars,
empirical or theoretical, with a given wavelength range and
intrinsic resolution covering a certain parameter space of
atmospheric properties. These stellar spectral libraries play an
essential role in a wide range of astrophysics applications. In
extragalactic astronomy, they are essential ingredients in
stellar-population synthesis, which has been widely used to
derive properties such as stellar population age, stellar mass,
stellar metallicity, and initial mass function and to model the
broadband spectral energy distribution in order to measure
redshifts (e.g., Leitherer et al. 1999; Bruzual & Charlot 2003;
Maraston 2005; Conroy et al. 2009; Vazdekis et al. 2010, 2012;
Maraston & Strömbäck 2011; Conroy 2013; Röck et al. 2016).
Stellar libraries are also used directly in modeling the stellar
continuum in integrated spectra, in order to remove the
continuum for emission-line studies of star formation and
active galactic nuclei, or to model the stellar kinematics to infer
the baryonic and dark matter mass distributions. For stellar and
Galactic astronomy, they are often used to model the
continuum spectra of stars, in the absence of spectroscopy,
and to estimate stellar parameters (temperature, surface gravity,
metallicity) and other properties, such as foreground dust and
distances.
Theoretical libraries are produced by calculations of stellar
atmosphere and radiative-transfer processes. Empirical libraries
are obtained through observations of real stars. Both have
strengths and shortcomings. Theoretical libraries can cover a
wide range of stellar parameters and chemical-abundance
pattern variations, including even those kinds of stars that are
not available in the Milky Way. Theoretical spectra can cover
wavelength ranges inaccessible to observations, without noise,
and have nearly unlimited spectral resolution (e.g., Kurucz
1979; Lejeune et al. 1997, 1998; Westera et al. 2002; Barbuy
et al. 2003; Murphy & Meiksin 2004; Zwitter et al. 2004;
Coelho et al. 2005, 2007; Martins et al. 2005; Munari et al.
2005; Rodríguez-Merino et al. 2005; Frémaux et al. 2006;
Leitherer et al. 2010; Palacios et al. 2010; Sordo et al. 2010;
Kirby 2011; de Laverny et al. 2012; Coelho 2014; Bohlin et al.
2017). However, theoretical libraries are not yet sufﬁciently
realistic. There are many physical effects that are difﬁcult to
model across a broad spectral range, such as sphericity,
nonlocal thermodynamic equilibrium (non-LTE) effects, line
blanketing, expansion, nonradiative heating, and convection.
Furthermore, we do not yet have a complete atomic and
molecular line list. Many lines are theoretically computed and
do not have empirical lab measurements, so they can have
incorrect wavelengths and strengths. Current theoretical models
are not able to reproduce the observed spectra for some stars.
For example, they cannot yet reproduce all of the observed
features in an ultrahigh-resolution solar spectrum (Kurucz
2011). Therefore, to properly model the observed spectra of
external galaxies, we still need to rely on empirical libraries, at
least for those stellar types that are not well modeled
theoretically.
On the other hand, current empirical stellar spectral libraries
also have serious shortcomings. First, the spectral resolution
2
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Table 1
Summary of Current Optical Empirical Libraries (See the Text for References)
Empirical Libraries

Number of Stars

Wavelength
Coverage (Å)

Approx. R
(λ/Δλ)

Number of Dwarfs
with Teff<4200 K

MILES
STELIB
LICK/IDS
INDO-US
ELODIE
HST-NGSL
X-shooter Library
IRTF Library
Extended IRTF Library
MaStar

985
249
425
1273
1388
374
668 (237 in DR1)
210
284a
>10,000

3525–7500
3200–9500
4100–6300
3460–9464
4100–6800
1675–10250
0.3–2.5 μm
0.8–2.5 (5) μm
0.7–2.5 μm
3622–10354

2100
1600
500
5000
50000
1000
10000
2000
2000
1800

15
3
1
1
4
9
25
∼27
7a
Hundreds

Note.
These are in addition to the numbers of the IRTF Library.

a

no stellar library that can satisfy this need existed at the time
when MaNGA started. Currently, the Data Analysis Pipeline of
MaNGA (K. Westfall et al. 2019, in preparation) uses the
MILES library, which stops at 7500 Å. Thus, we are not taking
full advantage of the important features (TiO bands, Na I
λ8183,8195, FeH Wing-Ford, [S III], etc.) at the red end of the
spectra.
Motivated by the need to model MaNGA galaxy spectra, we
have carried out a project called MaNGA Stellar Library
(MaStar) to build a large, comprehensive stellar library that
satisﬁes the above requirements. A library that can cover more
comprehensive stellar-parameter space must have a bigger
sample size and have its stars selected over large areas of the
sky. It is observationally expensive to observe these stars one
by one. An ideal opportunity is provided in SDSS-IV, in which
we can piggyback on the Apache Point Observatory Galaxy
Evolution Experiment 2 (APOGEE-2) to observe in parallel a
large number of stars over many hundreds of ﬁelds in the sky.
We describe how this is achieved in detail in Section 2.
Target selection is highly critical for a stellar library, as the
primary goal of a library is to cover as wide a range of stellar
parameters as possible. For this, we can take advantage of the
many existing stellar spectroscopic surveys to preselect our
targets according to their measured parameters. However, this
is still insufﬁcient, and we have to devise multiple ways to
complement the parameter coverage. We describe all of these
in Section 3.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 4
describes the data reduction procedure; Section 5 presents
quality evaluations of the spectra; Section 6 presents an
evaluation of the stellar-parameter coverage of the current
version of the library and compares it to MILES; and Section 7
gives the summary.
This paper provides an overview and a technical summary
for the ﬁrst release of the MaStar library. We also have a few
other papers coming in the near future, including a paper
discussing ﬂux calibration issues regarding template choices
(Y.-P. Chen et al. 2019, in preparation), papers presenting
stellar-parameter measurements with different methodologies
(J. Imig et al. 2019, in preparation; D. Lazarz et al. 2019, in
preparation; S. Meneses-Goytia et al. 2019, in preparation), and
a paper presenting stellar-population models based on MaStar
(C. Maraston et al. 2019, in preparation).

2. Observations
SDSS-IV has three major survey components: APOGEE-2,
MaNGA, and the Extended Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic
Survey (eBOSS). APOGEE-2 is a medium-resolution infrared
H-band spectroscopy survey of stars in the Milky Way
(Majewski et al. 2016). It has a northern component executed
with the 2.5 m Sloan Foundation Telescope (Gunn et al. 2006)
at Apache Point Observatory (APOGEE-2N), and a southern
component executed with the 2.5 m du Pont Telescope at Las
Campanas Observatory (APOGEE-2S). MaNGA is an integral
ﬁeld spectroscopy survey of 10,000 nearby galaxies (Bundy
et al. 2015; Law et al. 2015; Yan et al. 2016a; Wake et al.
2017). eBOSS is a spectroscopic survey of galaxies and quasars
in the more distant universe (Dawson et al. 2016). All these
surveys use a ﬁber-plug-plate system to conduct observations.
MaNGA and eBOSS are both using the Baryon Oscillation
Spectroscopic Survey spectrographs (Smee et al. 2013),
although they are fed with different ﬁber feed systems. eBOSS
uses single ﬁbers in the same way as done in previous
generations of SDSS, while MaNGA uses ﬁber bundles (Drory
et al. 2015). APOGEE-2 uses the APOGEE infrared spectrograph, with its own set of ﬁbers (Wilson et al. 2012). This setup
allows for both BOSS and APOGEE spectrographs to collect
data simultaneously from different targets. The spectrographs
are each fed with different dedicated ﬁbers, which can share the
same focal plane.
All the ﬁber assemblies and plates are installed in large
cylindrical housings called “cartridges.” These cartridges allow
efﬁcient switching of ﬁelds during the night observations.
During the day, technicians put a plate into each cartridge and
plug the ﬁbers in that cartridge into the plate. At night, the
observers only need to mount each cartridge to the telescope
sequentially to quickly observe multiple ﬁelds.
The MaNGA ﬁber bundles are installed in six of the nine
cartridges that have APOGEE ﬁbers. Thus, we can piggyback
on APOGEE-2 as long as these six cartridges are used by
APOGEE-2 observations. In each cartridge, there are 17
MaNGA science ﬁber bundles with 12 calibration minibundles.
Thus, we can observe 17 science targets along with 12 standard
stars. This makes our survey efﬁcient at building up large
samples of stellar spectra. There are also 92 single sky ﬁbers
for sky-subtraction purposes. The details of the MaNGA ﬁber
feed system are described by Drory et al. (2015).
3
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exposures during 17,309 visits for 6042 unique stars. Some
stars have a large number of visits. Some stars have a single
visit. The distribution of the number of observations for the
targets is shown in Figure 1. However, not all of these visits
result in high-quality spectra. We report the statistics of the
high-quality spectra in Section 4.3 after introduction of the
quality-evaluation procedure.
3. Target Selection
In this section, we brieﬂy describe the selection of targets for
MaStar. We refer readers to Appendix D for more details on
this. The goal of the library is to build a sample of stars
covering as wide a parameter space as possible. It is not meant
to provide unbiased or statistical samples. Thus the selection is
very different from other stellar spectroscopy surveys.
3.1. Magnitude Limits and Isolation Constraints
In general, we select stars that are brighter than 17.5in either
the g band or the i band and fainter than 12.7in both the g and
i bands to avoid saturation. On a fraction of the plates, we
included brighter stars by offsetting the ﬁbers or shortening the
exposure time, in order to sample a certain parameter space.
Because we need accurate ﬂux calibration, we select only
those stars that are relatively isolated in images. The exact
isolation criteria are described in Appendix D.8. This isolation
requirement does not mean we exclude all binary stars. Close
binaries that are not photometrically resolved or with large
contrast in magnitudes could still be included. And stars in very
wide binaries that satisfy our isolation criterion would still be
included.

Figure 1. Distribution of the number of visits (observations) for all of the
MaStar targets observed before 2017 July 7.

Because MaStar piggybacks on APOGEE-2N, it is necessary
to brieﬂy describe the observation strategy of APOGEE-2N
(Zasowski et al. 2013). APOGEE-2N is a program focused on a
survey of red giant stars in the Milky Way. They planned a few
hundred ﬁelds to be observed from Apache Point Observatory,
often with multiple designs for each ﬁeld. Each design has a
different set of targets and is assigned to a different plate. Some
of these designs have multiple visits, meaning they will be
observed multiple nights with a cadence appropriate for their
science goals. The same design could also correspond to
multiple physical plates with different plate numbers. This
makes it possible to observe the same ﬁeld at multiple hour
angles, with slightly different ﬁber hole positions corresponding to different corrections for the effect of atmosphere
refraction.
At the end of 2018 April, we have had about 550 unique
APOGEE-2N designs codesigned with MaStar targets. There
are 162 more planned to be designed in the future. These are in
a total of 370 ﬁelds. Given 17 target stars per design, we can
expect to observe a total of 12,000 stars, including repeated
objects. We would also have observations for a total of 8500
standard stars.
Because there are three APOGEE cartridges without
MaNGA ﬁbers, if a codesigned plate is observed on these
APOGEE-only cartridges, MaStar will lose the chance to coobserve. In our observing scheduling, we check existing
MaStar data on all the plates requested for each night and
preferentially put those plates with zero or fewer previous visits
on those six shared cartridges so that we can maximize the
opportunity to collect MaStar data.
Usually, each visit by APOGEE-2N is 67 minutes. Within
this time, we could do 4×15 minute exposures with the
BOSS spectrographs, which have a slightly higher overhead.
We deﬁne a “visit” of MaStar to be the set of exposures taken
for a given plate on a single night. Each “visit” of a MaStar
plate typically consists of up to four exposures.
Up to 2017 July 7 (MJD 57,942), which is the cutoff date for
SDSS Data Release 15 (DR15), we have obtained 64,309

3.2. Optical Photometry for Our Targets
Our targets are primarily selected from either large stellarparameter catalogs or large photometry catalogs. To ensure
observability and to design plates, we need astrometry and
optical photometry information for these stars. The SDSS
photometry would be a natural choice. However, the great
majority (about 75%) of the APOGEE-2N ﬁelds are outside the
SDSS imaging footprint, and many stars we want to target
(especially from the APOGEE stellar-parameter catalogs) are
brighter than the saturation limit of SDSS imaging. Therefore,
we have to make use of photometry catalogs other than SDSS
to obtain astrometry and optical photometry information.
The Panoramic Survey Telescope and Rapid Response
System-1 (Pan-STARRS1 or PS1; Chambers et al. 2016)
provided grizy photometry for the entire sky above decl.=
−30°. We use a customized photometry catalog including the
same data as in the public PS1 Data Release 1, but with a
slightly different photometric calibration (E. Schlaﬂy 2019,
private communication). The catalog includes all stars with
either the g- or i-band mag brighter than 17.5 mag. The
saturation limits are approximately 14.0, 14.4, 14.4, 13.8, and
13.0 mag for the g, r, i, z, and y bands, respectively. Therefore,
for stars brighter than these limits, we have to resort to other
catalogs.
The American Association of Variable Star Observers
(AAVSO) Photometric All-Sky Survey (APASS36) provides
all-sky BVgri photometry for all stars between 7 and 17
magnitude. We use DR8 of the APASS catalog.
36
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Combining PS1 and APASS catalogs provides the photometry and astrometry system that our targeting is based on. For
all stars with known stellar parameters, we ﬁrst match them to
this combined APASS+PS1 catalog, and we use those
coordinates for targeting. We also make use of this combined
catalog to select standard stars and use PS1 to select empty sky
locations to obtain sky spectra for sky subtraction.

4. Data Reduction
Data reduction for MaStar is handled by the MaNGA Data
Reduction Pipeline (MaNGA DRP; Law et al. 2016). It has two
stages. The ﬁrst stage, which is referred to as the 2D pipeline, is
shared between the MaNGA galaxy program and the MaStar
program. It processes the raw data frames to produce a skysubtracted, ﬂux-calibrated, camera-combined spectrum for
every ﬁber in every exposure. In the second stage of the
DRP, the processing of the MaStar data is completely different
from that of the galaxy program. For the MaNGA galaxy
program, the pipeline turns these individual ﬁber spectra into
data cubes through an image reconstruction process, while for
the MaStar program, the pipeline uses these individual ﬁber
spectra to derive the ﬁnal 1D spectra for the stellar targets.
There have been various updates to the pipeline since SDSS
Data Release 14 (Abolfathi et al. 2018). Here we ﬁrst describe
some of the relevant updates to the ﬁrst stage of the pipeline,
speciﬁcally about ﬂux calibration and line spread function
(LSF) characterization. Then we describe the MaStar-speciﬁc
reduction in the second stage.

3.3. General Target Selection Scheme
Target selection is critical for the success of the stellar
library. Our primary goal is to cover as wide a parameter space
as possible. We consider four parameters: Teff, log g, [Fe/H],
and [α/Fe]. We would like to sample this four-dimensional
parameter space uniformly and reach to the extreme ends of the
distribution. To achieve this goal, we select stars from existing
stellar-parameter catalogs, including the APOGEE Stellar
Parameter and Chemical Abundance Pipeline (ASPCAP)
catalogs (Holtzman et al. 2015, 2018; García Pérez et al.
2016) from SDSS Data Releases 13 and 14 (Albareti et al.
2017; Abolfathi et al. 2018), the Sloan Extension for Galactic
Understanding and Exploration (SEGUE; Yanny et al. 2009)
Stellar Parameter Pipeline (SSPP) catalog (Allende Prieto et al.
2008, 2014; Lee et al. 2008a, 2008b) from SDSS Data Release
12 (Alam et al. 2015), and the Large Sky Area Multi-Object
Fiber Spectroscopic Telescope (LAMOST; Cui et al. 2012;
Deng et al. 2012; Zhao et al. 2012) Experiment for Galactic
Understanding and Exploration (LEGUE) Data Release 2
AFGK catalog (Luo et al. 2015). This allows us to efﬁciently
pick the stars we need.
Roughly speaking, our selection scheme is the following.
We ﬁrst applied small systematic shifts to the parameters from
these catalogs to put them on a roughly consistent system. We
then assigned a selection weight to each star that is inversely
proportional to the local density of stars in the parameter space,
taking into account the number of chances we could target
them. We adjust the weight based on the availability and value
of [α/Fe] measurements, on our preference among the
catalogs, and on the distribution of the already-observed
sample. Last, we randomly select the stars with a probability
proportional to their adjusted weight. There are a few other
practical constraints due to the co-observing arrangement with
APOGEE-2N.
In ﬁelds without stars with known stellar parameters, we
utilize photometry to select very hot stars and very cool stars to
patch those parameter spaces. We also have ancillary programs
to pick stars for speciﬁc regions of the parameter space that are
not easily populated by the above selection.
Our resulting sample covers a very wide range of stellar
parameters, with signiﬁcant oversampling for rare combinations of stellar parameters.
More details of this selection are described in Appendix D.

4.1. Update to the 2D Pipeline
4.1.1. Update to the Flux Calibration

The ﬂux calibration is done as part of the MANGA 2D
pipeline. Thus, it is the same as what is applied to galaxy
observations. The general procedure is described in detail by
Yan et al. (2016b). There are two major changes to the ﬂuxcalibration procedure compared to the version released in
DR14. First, we have updated the spectral templates used for
standard stars. Second, we changed the default calibration
curve and the smoothing scale when generating the calibration
vector.
In DR14 and previously, the templates were generated using
the SPECTRUM code (Gray & Corbally 1994), based on the
Kurucz model-atmosphere grids (Kurucz 1979; Kurucz &
Avrett 1981). The Kurucz grid used was produced in 2003. The
set of templates we used had Teff ranging from 5000 to 7000 K
with 250 K intervals, with log g equal to 4.0 or 4.5 and [Fe/H]
ranging from −2.0 to 0.0 with 0.5 dex intervals. These
parameters are sufﬁcient to cover late-F stars that are used on
galaxy plates, but the lack of u-band photometry on most
MaStar plates meant some hotter stars are often included as
standards. Therefore, we need to add templates with hotter
temperatures. In addition, there have been signiﬁcant updates to
the solar abundance table, model-atmosphere grids, and atomic
and molecular line list, so an update to the model templates
seemed appropriate.
In DR15 (Aguado et al. 2019), we have updated the ﬂux
calibration templates to use the BOSZ spectral template set
made by Bohlin et al. (2017). The BOSZ template is computed
using the ATLAS9 model-atmosphere grid (Mészáros et al.
2012), which employs the updated solar abundances from
Asplund et al. (2005). This is a signiﬁcant change relative to
previous models. We also adopted a much bigger grid of
templates to cover a wider stellar-parameter space. The new
grid has Teff ranging from 5000 to 10,000 K also with 250 K
intervals, log g ranging from 3.5 to 5.0 with 0.5 dex intervals,
[Fe/H] ranging from −2.5 to 0.5 with 0.25 dex intervals, and
with a ﬁxed [α/Fe]=0.0. The inclusion of hotter stars is
necessary for the calibration of MaStar plates, which included
hotter stars as calibration standards. The new templates also

3.4. Selection of Standard Stars
All of our science targets are observed simultaneously with a
set of standard stars. The simultaneous observation is important
to correct for short timescale variations in the atmosphere
transparency. This is a critical difference between our library
and other stellar libraries. The selection of the standard stars is
similar to what we do in the MaNGA survey. More details can
be found in Appendix D.9.
5
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differ from the previous template in the overall spectral shape
and the width of some spectral features. These all have subtle
implications for the ﬁnal ﬂux calibration of the data. In a
separate paper, Y.-P. Chen et al. (2019, in preparation) will
describe these effects and the evidence that the BOSZ
templates are better than the original templates.
Another major change we made is that we have revised the
way to correct for high-frequency variation in the spectrophotometry. This helps improve the accuracy of the highfrequency correction so that it does not introduce artiﬁcial
wiggles, even at the 1%–2% levels. The calibration step
involves two calibration curves. One is the default calibration
curve that is applied to all spectra. The other is a per-exposure
calibration curve that makes an exposure-speciﬁc correction on
top of the default curve.
In DR14 and previous releases, both the default calibration
curves and the per-exposure curves are derived using a bspline
ﬁt, with break points spaced every 10 pixels in the blue and
every 1.5 pixels in the red. This yielded some high-frequency
wiggles. The high-frequency information is necessary for the
telluric absorption correction, but is unnecessary outside the
telluric bands. In addition, the default calibration vector
includes some artiﬁcial wiggles due to slight template
mismatches. It also contained the telluric features. This could
make the residual per-exposure correction harder to ﬁt when
the observed telluric features do not fully match the telluric
feature in the default curve.
In DR15, we have revised both the derivation of the default
calibration curve and the treatment of the per-exposure
calibration curve. We ﬁrst derived a new version of the default
calibration curve, using a much larger data set selected to have
the best template-matching, high S/N, and observed under the
most typical conditions without signiﬁcant extinction. The
curve is derived using a bspline ﬁt, with break points spaced
every 10 pixels in both the blue camera and the red camera
outside telluric regions. We bridge the telluric regions with
smooth curves so that the default curve does not contain any
telluric features. Then we apply this default calibration curve
for a ﬁrst-order correction on the data. On top of this,
individual exposures can have different large-scale variations
due to atmosphere transparency variations and high-frequency
telluric absorptions. The per-exposure calibration curve is
allowed to vary at high frequency only in the telluric regions,
but not outside them. Inside the telluric regions, we use a
bspline with break points spaced every pixel. Outside the
telluric regions, we use a bspline with break points spaced
every 160 pixels.

star with the high-resolution spectra available from the
XSHOOTER Stellar Library (Chen et al. 2014), we empirically
derived the instrumental broadening as a function of wavelength. This matches very well to the LSF provided by our
pipeline. More details of this LSF update will be described by
D. R. Law et al. (2019, in preparation).
The LSFs as a function of wavelength are provided for each
spectrum in the ﬁnal summary ﬁle for spectra. We provide two
versions of it: DISP and PREDISP. The DISP array contains
the σ (in angstroms) for a Gaussian ﬁt to the pixel-convolved
LSF. The PREDISP array contains the σ (in angstroms) for a
Gaussian ﬁt to the LSF before integrating over the size of each
pixel. Which version one should use depends on whether the
user’s software includes the effect of pixel integration.
In order to make use of the spectra in spectral ﬁtting, one
needs to convolve it with a varying-width kernel with
wavelength. Here is the procedure we recommend for dealing
with this issue:
1. Compare the resolution vector of the template with the
resolution vector of the data to be ﬁtted. For our spectra,
which have wavelength sampling spaced evenly in
logarithmic space, it is most convenient to express the
quadratic difference in resolution in velocity units.
2. Build a sequence of kernels with widths covering the
range from the smallest resolution difference to the
largest resolution difference.
3. Convolve the template spectrum with all of the kernels
and store the resulting ﬂux in a 2D array with one
dimension in wavelength and the other dimension
corresponding to the different kernel widths.
4. Given the resolution difference at each wavelength,
interpolate the 2D ﬂux array along the kernel-width
dimension. This will yield a convolved spectrum with a
wavelength-dependent convolution kernel.

4.2. Second Stage: MaStar-speciﬁc Reduction
4.2.1. Aperture Correction

The MaStar-speciﬁc reduction includes the following steps.
It uses the camera-combined spectra from the previous stage,
and then it employs the ﬂux ratios between the central ﬁber and
its surrounding ﬁbers to determine the exact position of the star
relative to the ﬁber aperture, to better than 0 1 accuracy. This
is needed because the 2″ ﬁbers do not fully cover the ﬂux in a
point-spread function (PSF). We use the guider camera images
to measure the in-focus PSF at 5400 Å, and then we adjust it for
other wavelengths and different positions on the plate in the
same way as described by Yan et al. (2016b). This information
is used along with the position of the star relative to the ﬁber to
derive an aperture-covering fraction for the central ﬁber as a
function of wavelength. We then divide the ﬂux in the central
ﬁber by this aperture-covering fraction to obtain the total ﬂux in
the PSF. This procedure is very similar to that of the ﬂux
calibration, as described by Yan et al. (2016b). The only
differences here are that we do not make use of a model
spectrum in the derivation of the ﬂux ratios, and that the ﬂux
ratios are not derived in large wavelength windows. In this
case, we derive the ﬂux ratios at each wavelength and then ﬁt
them directly with the PSF models to search for the relative
positioning.

4.1.2. Update to the Characterization of the LSF

The LSF describes the broadening proﬁle produced by the
instrument in the dispersion direction, given a delta function as
input. Compared to the DR14 pipeline, we have signiﬁcantly
improved the accuracy of the LSF estimates for the data. Based
on the MaStar data, we discovered that the spectral resolution
at the very blue end of the wavelength coverage is in fact better
than what the DR14 pipeline reports. The change is due to a
problematic line list used by the pipeline at the very blue end,
which dates back to the early days of SDSS-III. After updating
the line list, we achieved a much better ﬁt to the line width of
the arc lines as a function of wavelength. The resulting LSF has
been veriﬁed empirically. We observed the star HD 37828 with
very short exposures. Comparing the MaStar spectrum of this
6
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This is a key difference between our data and the previous
generation of stellar spectroscopy from SDSS, SEGUE, and
ancillary stellar programs done as part of SDSS and BOSS.
Previously, all those observations were done with single ﬁbers.
Because those single ﬁbers do not cover the PSF completely,
especially when the seeing is poor, they lose a fraction of the
ﬂux as a function of wavelength. The pipeline attempts to
correct for those ﬂuxes, but the corrections are not perfect due
to the unknown positioning of the stars relative to the ﬁber
aperture. Due to mechanical drilling error, ﬁber centering error
within the metal ferrule, the designed mechanical tolerance
between the ﬁber ferrule and the plate hole, the guiding error,
and the distortion due to the atmosphere refraction, there can be
a signiﬁcant amount of offset between the center of the star PSF
and the center of the ﬁber, which is also different for each ﬁber.
Part of the offset is also unknown. The SDSS and BOSS
pipeline derives corrections as a smooth function of position on
the plate and as a low-order function of wavelength, but these
corrections cannot be perfect, as the ﬁber misalignment is not a
smooth function of the positions on the plate. The ﬁnal
calibration is better in SDSS-I and SDSS-II than in SDSS-III/
BOSS, as the former used 3″ ﬁbers while BOSS used 2″ ﬁbers.
As shown by Adelman-McCarthy et al. (2008), for SDSS-I and
SDSS-II, after DR6, the difference between the synthetic
magnitudes from the spectra and the PSF magnitudes from
photometry shows an rms of 0.05 mag in the r band, with
14.3% of the stars having errors larger than 3σ. For the g−r
color, the rms is 0.05 mag, with 8.0% distributed beyond 3σ.
For the r−i color, the rms is 0.03 mag, with 8.2% distributed
beyond 3σ. For SDSS-III/BOSS, the rms difference is
0.058 mag in the r band, 0.063 mag in g−r color, and
0.035 mag in r−i color (Dawson et al. 2013), with no
statistics given for the fraction of stars in the tail of the
distribution. As we demonstrate below, our method can achieve
a better calibration accuracy than both of these and can reduce
the fraction of stars in the tails of the distribution.
The software is included in the pro/spec3d folder of the
mangadrp package and is released as part of DR15.

window of 599 pixels in width. The same continuum normalization is applied to all of the theoretical templates. In the ﬁrst
step above, in order to minimize the impact of radial velocity
mismatches, we further smooth both the continuum-normalized
spectrum and the continuum-normalized models using a
sliding window of 31 pixels in width (about 34 Å in the blue
and 43 Å in the red). To derive the velocity, we shift the
logarithmically sampled spectra one pixel at a time and search
for the optimal shift, which can be a noninteger, that would
minimize χ2.
The templates are the same as employed for the ﬂux
calibration, which are limited to Teff of 5000–10,000 K and
log g of 3.5–5.0. Therefore, for some stellar types, such as very
cool stars and white dwarfs, these templates cannot provide a
good ﬁt. These stars are ﬂagged during the radial velocity
search; they can be identiﬁed because their χ2 variations with
velocity do not have nice, Gaussian-like troughs far away from
the boundary values. These stars are ﬂagged with a nonzero
and negative error code (V_ERRCODE).
After obtaining the radial velocity from multiple exposures,
we check the consistency among them. For each plate–IFU
(integral ﬁeld unit) combination, we select only those good
exposures that do not have the LOWCOV bit (bit 4) set in the
exposure quality ﬂag (EXPQUAL; see Section 4.2.4) and do
not have a nonzero error code resulting from the velocity
ﬁtting. If there is more than one good exposure, we compute
the sigma-clipped mean velocity and the standard deviation
among all velocities, and we set these as the ﬁnal velocity and
the velocity error. If there is only one good exposure, the only
measurement is taken as the ﬁnal velocity, and the velocity
error is set to 999.0. If there is no good exposure for a given
plate–IFU combination, then we set the ﬁnal velocity to 0.0 and
the error to 999.0. Because this procedure is followed for each
plate–IFU combination, all visits associated with a single
combination have the same velocity and error.
If any of the exposures have a nonzero error code, or if the
standard deviations among the velocities from those good
exposures are larger than 10 km s−1, we set the ﬁnal error code
(V_ERRCODE) to 1 and ﬂip the BADHELIORV bit (bit 6) in
the MJDQUAL bit mask (see Section 4.2.4) for all visits of the
plate–IFU combination. These spectra should be excluded
when building stellar-population synthesis models with this
library, unless one rederives the velocities for them separately.
For those plate–IFU combinations that have only one good
exposure and do not have a nonzero error code in ﬁtting other
exposures, we do not set their ﬁnal error code or the
BADHELIORV bit, as we do not know whether the velocity
is reliable or not. Users may want to exclude these cases as well
to be conservative. They can be identiﬁed by having
VERR=999.0.
This velocity is derived from the camera-combined spectra
that are sampled on a wavelength grid evenly spaced in log λ.
These spectra are already the result of an interpolation from the
native wavelength sampling. Correcting the radial velocity to
put spectra into the rest frame would involve another
interpolation. To reduce the number of times we interpolate,
we go back to the sky-subtracted and ﬂux-calibrated spectra
with the original native wavelength sampling, shift the native
wavelength grid by the derived radial velocity, and then
resample them to the logarithmically spaced wavelength grid.
The spectrum will now be in the rest frame, and we only
interpolate once to maintain the high ﬁdelity of the data.

4.2.2. Radial Velocity Correction

We ﬁt each spectrum with BOSZ templates to determine the
best radial velocity. Before ﬁtting, we convolve each of the
templates to the spectral resolution of the spectrum to be ﬁtted.
The resolution is a function of wavelength for each spectrum.
In order to have a varying convolution kernel with wavelength
and to save computation time, we convolve each template with
a number of kernels with different widths, and we store the
results in a 2D array with each row, giving the convolved
template at a different resolution. Then for each spectrum, we
only need to do an interpolation in the 2D array of each
template to obtain the appropriate template convolved with a
varying LSF kernel.
The radial velocity determination is done in four steps. First,
without knowing the velocity, we smooth the spectra heavily to
ﬁnd a subset of best-ﬁt templates (10% of all templates).
Second, we use the best-ﬁt template to get a ﬁrst guess of
velocity. Third, we use this new velocity to redo the search for
the best-ﬁt template in the subset identiﬁed above. Finally, we
use the new best-ﬁt template to reﬁne the velocity measurement. In all these steps, the ﬁtting is performed on the
continuum-normalized spectrum, obtained by dividing the
original spectrum by a smoothed version using a sliding
7
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only when the center ﬁber is saturated, in which case a
peripheral ﬁber with very low aperture covering fraction
becomes the brightest unsaturated ﬁber. For example, if its
covering fraction is less than 10%, then this bit would be set.
Bits NODATA (bit 0) and BADFLUX (bit 3) are never set by
the pipeline.
The POORCAL bit (bit 5) is designed to capture those cases
where the ﬂux-calibration procedure yields a grossly incorrect
calibration vector due to an issue related to how we deal with
dust extinction for standard stars. In our ﬂux-calibration step,
we assume the standards are behind all of the dust measured by
the Schlegel et al. (1998, hereafter SFD) dust map. We apply
the SFD extinction on the models and compare the observed
spectra with the extincted models to derive the calibration
vector. This assumption holds for most high Galactic latitude
ﬁelds, but they fail at low Galactic latitudes or regions with a
signiﬁcant amount of dust distributed far away from us, behind
the stars. In those regions, the standard stars could have less
extinction in front of them than speciﬁed by the SFD dust map.
In this case, we would overredden the models and derive a
throughput curve that is too blue. To identify these problems,
we compare the shape of the derived throughput curve with our
expectations, based on regions at high Galactic latitudes, to
identify those data that are affected. For each exposure, we
derive a normalized blue throughput at 4354.1 Å by normalizing the blue-camera throughput curve at 6200.1 Å (in the
dichroic region) to 0.08, and a normalized red throughput at
8687.6 Å by normalizing the red-camera throughput curve at
6200.1 Å to 0.18. We average the normalized blue and red
throughputs among all exposures on the spectrograph that the
IFU belongs to. We then take the ratio between the average
blue ratio and the average red ratio. If the ﬁnal ratio is above
0.94 for Spectrograph 1 or 0.80 for spectrograph 2, we ﬂag this
bit in the bit mask for all exposures (EXPQUAL) and all MJDs
(MJDQUAL) for that IFU. Because ﬂux-calibration vectors are
derived per spectrograph, this ﬂag is set together for all IFUs on
the same spectrograph and on the same plate. If this bit is
ﬂagged, then the spectra are excluded from the primary set
released in DR15 of the MaStar library. We will correct for this
problem in a future version of the reduction.
BADHELIORV (bit 6) is set on a per-IFU basis. We derive
radial velocities for each exposure as mentioned above.
(Exposures with the LOWCOV bit set are not run through
the radial velocity determination.) If the radial velocities from
all of the exposures have a standard deviation greater than
10 km s−1, or if any good (LOWCOV not set) exposures failed
in the derivation of the radial velocity (errcode<0), then we
set the BADHELIORV ﬂag for all exposures and all MJDs of
this IFU.
The MANUAL bit (bit 7) and the EMLINE bit (bit 8) are set
based on visual inspection. We describe these inspections
separately in the next section.
The LOWSN bit (bit 9) is ﬂagged if the median signal-tonoise ratio (S/N) per pixel in the per-visit spectrum is less than
15. This bit is set at the per-MJD level, but we propagate it
down to EXPQUAL to ensure consistency between EXPQUAL
and MJDQUAL.
The bits NODATA (bit 0), BADFLUX (bit 3), and
CRITICAL (bit 30) are originally designed for MaNGA galaxy
plates. They are currently not used for MaStar reductions, so
they can be safely ignored.

All spectra have been corrected to the rest frame according to
the reported heliocentric velocity, unless the latter is zero. This
includes those cases where we deemed the velocity to be
unreliable, as having either larger than 10 km s−1 errors or
having a nonzero error code.
The version released in DR15 used a limited set of spectral
templates when deriving the radial velocity. The set is limited
to 5000KTeff10,000 K and 3.5log g5. This results
in a poor match between the templates and some stellar types,
such as very cool and very hot stars. The radial velocity for
these stars can be inaccurate. These spectra can be identiﬁed
with the BADHELIOV bit (bit 6) in the MJDQUAL bit mask.
4.2.3. Stacking of Spectra

We usually take three or four exposures on each night for a
plate. A plate can also get several nights of observations, which
we refer to as “visits.” We combine the spectra from multiple
exposures together to form these stacked per-visit spectra. We
ﬁrst take out the low-order broadband shape difference between
the spectra from multiple exposures during the same visit. The
difference between each spectrum and the inverse-varianceweighted average spectrum is ﬁtted with a fourth-order
polynomial. We divide each spectrum by its corresponding
fourth-order polynomial so that they all agree with each other
on the broadband shape. We then do a bspline ﬁtting among all
of the ﬂux points, taking into account the inverse variance. This
is the combined nightly spectrum. All exposures on the same
night for a plate usually have very similar LSFs. We average
the LSFs among the spectra and assign that to the per-visit
spectrum. The per-visit spectra of all stars are collected together
in the master ﬁle called “MaStar-goodspec-(versions).ﬁts.gz.”
There can be multiple entries for each star in this ﬁle
corresponding to the multiple visits during which it has been
observed.
4.2.4. Quality Flagging of Spectra

The ﬁnal spectra ﬁles contain a quality ﬂag to provide
information on issues encountered in data reduction and
postreduction quality assessment. For the per-exposure spectrum, this ﬂag is called EXPQUAL; for the per-visit stacked
spectrum, this ﬂag is called MJDQUAL; for each plate–IFU
combination, we also have MSTRQUA in the header of the ﬁle.
These quality ﬂags all follow the MASTAR_QUAL bit-mask
scheme, which is listed in detail in Appendix B.2. The
MJDQUAL is a bitwise “AND” product of all the EXPQUAL
bit masks for this star from all the exposures taken during the
given visit. The MSTRQUAL is a bitwise “OR” product of all
the EXPQUAL bit masks for this star from all the exposures
taken for this plate.
Here we describe the meanings of the different bits and how
they are set.
EXPQUAL provides the quality of a spectrum derived from
individual exposures. Bits NODATA (bit 0), SKYSUBBAD
(bit 1), HIGHSCATT (bit 2), BADFLUX (bit 3), and
LOWCOV (bit 4) are all set individually for each exposure
and each IFU. Here, SKYSUBBAD and HIGHSCATT are both
set by lower levels of the pipeline and are set on a perexposure, per-camera basis. LOWCOV is set in the aperturecorrection step for MaStar-speciﬁc reduction. We set this bit if
the median aperture covering fraction for the brightest,
unsaturated ﬁber is less than 10%. Such cases usually happen
8
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The MJDQUAL ﬂag is the “AND” product of all
EXPQUALs that contribute to the stacked spectrum. Each bit
in MJDQUAL will be set only if all of the exposures on that
MJD has that bit set. This is an optimistic approach, assuming
the best-quality exposures would dominate in the stacked
spectrum. In the header of the ﬁle, we also include
MSTRQUAL, which is the “OR” product. In other words,
each bit of MSTRQUAL will be set if at least one exposure on
that MJD has that bit set. This is a conservative approach.
We select the subset of visits with good-quality spectra as the
primary product for the current release of the library. This
excludes those spectra affected by extinction issues in their ﬂux
calibration, those that are marked as bad in visual inspection, or
those with median S/N per pixel less than 15. This includes
objects that contain emission lines, objects that have unreliable
radial velocity measurements, and objects that may be affected
by scattered light. We refer to this subset of visits as “Good
Visits” and their associated spectra as “Good Spectra.” We
refer to the subset of stars that has at least one good visit as
“Good Stars.”
We include a full catalog for all of the stars observed and all
of the visits, but for all science purposes, we strongly advise the
user to use the good-quality subsets.

4.3. Summary Files
After the above ﬂagging procedure, to ensure good spectral
quality, we arrive at a sample of 3321 unique stars with 8646
per-visit spectra.
We make a summary ﬁle called mastarall-[DRPVER][MPROCVER].ﬁts to summarize the various metadata associated with each unique MaNGAID object and each per-visit
spectrum. This ﬁle contains multiple extensions. The ﬁrst
extension (named GOODSTARS) contains all of the Good
Stars with unique MaNGAIDs that have at least one good pervisit spectrum. In this table, we have included the version
numbers of the reduction pipelines, the version of the
postprocessing pipeline that collates the information, the
MaNGAID, the range of observing period, the number of
visits and the number of plates each target is on, the astrometry,
the information from the input photometry catalog, and
the input stellar parameters if available. We also included the
MNGTARG2 bit mask to help identify the source of the
astrometry and photometry. Five of the stars among the 3321
unique stars have had two MaNGAIDs associated with them.
Thus, our summary ﬁle for the stars has 3326 entries,
corresponding to 3326 unique MaNGAIDs. The GOODSTARS table and the GOODVISITS table are also available
in their entirety in the electronic edition of the Astrophysical
Journal. We show the format of these tables in Tables 3 and 4
in Appendix A.1.
The second extension (named GOODVISITS) contains the
information associated with all of the Good Visits for these
Good Stars. If a star has more than one good visit, it will have
multiple entries in the GOODVISITS table. The order of entries
in this table corresponds exactly to the order of entries in the
summary spectra ﬁle mastar-goodspec-(mangadrp_version)(mastarproc_version).ﬁts.gz. This table includes the versions
of the pipelines, the MaNGAID, the plate number, IFU
number, MJD of the observation, coordinates of the IFU,
coordinates of the star (for the epoch of the expected
observation date), the PSF magnitudes, the targeting bit mask,
number of exposures taken during the visit, heliocentric
velocity and uncertainty, and the quality bit mask.
The third extension (named ALLSTARS) contains the
information for all stars, regardless of whether there are any
good-quality visits for them. It follows the same format as the
GOODSTARS extension.
The fourth extension (named ALLVISITS) contains the
information for all of the visits. It follows the same format as
the GOODVISITS extension.
We also provide a summary spectra ﬁle that contains all of
the high-quality per-visit spectra. For each of the Good Visits,
it contains the vacuum wavelength, ﬂux, inverse variance,
instrumental dispersion (σ of the LSF), and mask in arrays, in
addition to all the information given in the “GOODVISITS”
table. The wavelength array for all spectra is logarithmically
spaced with Δlog λ=1.e−4. Note that the spectra are not
corrected for foreground extinction.

4.2.5. Visual Inspection

In order to ensure the quality of the library spectra released,
we have visually inspected all of the per-visit spectra that do
not have either the POORCAL or LOWSN bit set. Using the
Zooniverse interface, we organized a campaign within the
collaboration to visually inspect all of the spectra to check for
quality issues. With 28 volunteers, we inspected all 10,797 pervisit spectra, each by at least three volunteers. The inspectors
are ﬁrst asked whether the spectrum is free of problems. If they
answered no, they were also asked to identify the speciﬁc issue.
The options include large ﬂux calibration discrepancies
between individual exposures, red upturn, poor sky subtraction,
poor telluric correction, and other catastrophic reduction issues.
The median decision among the three or more inspectors is
adopted as the decision for whether a per-visit spectrum is
considered bad and has the MANUAL bit set in the quality bit
masks (EXPQUAL, MJDQUAL, and MSTRQUAL). If it is
set, that means the spectrum has one of the above problems.
This bit is also propagated down to EXPQUAL for
consistency.
The visual inspection also identiﬁed objects containing
emission lines as a byproduct. These could include ﬂaring M
dwarfs or stars embedded in H II regions and planetary nebula.
Objects having emission lines are masked as EMLINE in their
per-visit spectrum. This bit is propagated down to EXPQUAL
for consistency. Because this is done as a byproduct of the
visual inspection rather than by an automated code, the
identiﬁcation of spectra containing emission lines may be
incomplete.
The visual inspection step is performed after an initial run of
the data reduction pipeline. The resulting spectra are then
staged for inspection. The results from visual inspection are
collated into two Yanny-style par ﬁles called “bogey_mastar.
par” and “emline_mastar.par.” We then rerun the whole
pipeline, which incorporates the information from these ﬁles,
and ﬂag the MANUAL and EMLINE bits in the EXPQUAL
and MJDQUAL bit masks.

5. Quality of MaStar spectra
5.1. Signal-to-noise Ratio Distribution of the Spectra
We show some example spectra in two ﬁgures. Figure 2
shows spectra for a few stars on the main sequence. Figure 3
shows spectra for a few giant stars with different colors.
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Figure 4. Distributions of median S/N per pixel for all of the good per-visit
spectra in the g band (left) and the i band (right).

Figure 4 shows the distributions of median S/N per pixel in
the g band and i band in each spectrum for all of the good pervisit spectra. The median S/N among all per-visit spectra is
89.7 for the g band and 148.3 for the i band. Taking the median
S/N per pixel over the entire wavelength window, we ﬁnd the
median of the median S/N among all per-visit spectra is 113.5,
with 87.6% of the spectra having a median S/N per pixel
greater than 50.
5.2. Flux-calibration Accuracy
We evaluate the ﬂux-calibration accuracy in multiple ways.
First, we evaluate it by measuring the synthetic magnitudes
on the observed per-visit spectra and compare them with
photometry. Among the 3321 good stars, 1918 have PS1
photometry. However, there are a small fraction of objects for
which the PS1 photometry is in error in some of the bands,
which can be identiﬁed by them being outside the nominal
stellar locus on a color–color diagram. We use g−r versus
r−i and r−i versus i−z color–color diagrams to reject
those stars with problematic PS1 photometry. This results in
1592 unique MaNGAIDs with 4242 visits. This selection
should not affect our evaluation of ﬂux calibration because the
selection is blind to the spectral data.
Figure 5 shows the distribution of the differences between
synthetic magnitudes from per-visit spectra in MaStar and
observed magnitudes from PS1, and the distribution of the
differences in color. This shows that the absolute calibration is
0.051 mag (or 4.7%) in the r band, with 4.29% beyond ±3σ,
and the relative calibration between broadbands are accurate to
0.042 mag (3.9%) in g−r, with 3.25% beyond ±3σ;
0.029 mag (2.7%) in r−i, with 1.93% beyond 3σ; and
0.024 mag (2.2%) in i−z, with 2.15% beyond 3σ. Of course,
this scatter also includes the uncertainty contribution from PS1,
which is about 1%. Removing that would reduce the numbers
slightly. These numbers indicate that both our absolute and
relative calibrations are much better than the calibration of
SDSS-III/BOSS, which used the same ﬁber size as we do but
single ﬁbers. Compared to SDSS-I and SDSS-II, which used
larger ﬁber sizes than we do (see their numbers in
Section 4.2.1), we are slightly better in terms of the standard
deviations, but we are signiﬁcantly better in terms of the
fraction of outliers. Note that one could choose to combine
multiple per-visit spectra of each star to reduce the calibration
error further and to improve the S/N.
Second, we can use repeated observations to evaluate the
stability in ﬂux calibration. For many stars, we have multiple
visits (nights of observations). We compare the spectra among
the multiple visits by constructing pairs of the spectra for the

Figure 2. Example per-visit spectra for some main-sequence stars in the
MaStar library.

Figure 3. Example per-visit spectra for some giant stars in the MaStar library.
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Figure 5. Top: histogram showing the difference in the g, r, and i bands between synthetic magnitudes from MaStar and observed magnitudes from PS1 for our pervisit spectra. This shows our absolute calibration is 0.051 mag (4.7%) in the r band. Bottom: histograms showing the difference in g−r, r−i, and i−z between
synthetic color and the observed color in PS1, also for per-visit spectra. This shows that our relative calibration is 0.42 mag (3.9%) in g−r, 0.029 mag (2.7%) in
r−i, and 0.024 mag (2.2%) in i−z. The fraction of outliers beyond 3σ are also given in the legend, which are generally around 2%–3% for colors.

same star (identiﬁed by plate–IFU combination) observed on
different nights. Among all of the good spectra, we have 4508
pairs of these repeated observations. First, we smooth the
spectra using a window of 50 pixels so that the differences
between the repeats are not signiﬁcantly affected by random
noise in the spectra. Second, we normalize them by the ﬂux at
5450 Å, and we then take ratios between the two spectra in
each pair. Third, for each pixel, we take the rms of all the ratios
among pairs in which both spectra have a smoothed S/N
greater than 50 at that pixel, and we then divide by 2 to get
the typical uncertainty associated with one spectrum at each
wavelength.
Figure 6 shows the resulting fractional uncertainty. This is
dominated by systematics due to ﬂux calibration errors. Due to
the requirement on the smoothed S/N, random noise
contributes less than 2% to the fractional uncertainty. The
bumps in the spectra (e.g., between 3900 and 4000 Å) are due
to the slightly reduced S/N at the wavelengths of absorption
features (such the Ca II H & K lines). With respect to 5450 Å,
our relative calibrations are better than 5% between 3993 Å and
10139 Å. The worst calibration is at the extremely blue end,
and it has a σ of about 7.6% relative to 5450 Å.

Figure 6. Fractional uncertainty in the spectra due to ﬂux-calibration
systematics, relative to 5450 Å. This is derived using repeated observations
of the same star. See the text for how it is produced.

5.3. Radial Velocity Correction Stability and Accuracy
The radial velocities for the spectra are determined using the
BOSZ theoretical templates. In the GOODVISITS table of the
mastarall summary catalog and the mastar-goodspec ﬁle, we
provide the heliocentric velocity measured for each plate–IFU
combination, the 1σ error of the velocity, and an error code
(V_ERRCODE).
11
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Figure 7. Distribution of uncertainties in the measured heliocentric velocities.

Figure 8. Distribution of velocity differences between repeated observations of
the same star on different plates.

Figure 7 shows the distribution of the radial velocity
uncertainties for all of the unique plate–IFU combinations among
the good per-visit spectra. This includes only those that have
more than one good exposure for a given plate–IFU combination,
as otherwise we would not be able to assess the velocity error.
The median error of heliocentric velocity is 2.9 km s−1.
We check the stability of the heliocentric velocities by
comparing repeated observations of the same star observed on
different plates. We have 271 pairs of repeated observations of the
same star on different plates, where both plates yielded a
heliocentric velocity with V_ERROCODE=0 and VERR<
999.0 km s−1. Figure 8 shows the distribution of the difference in
derived velocity between these repeated observations. The
distribution has a σ of 3.5 km s−1, which is consistent with the
expectation given by the error of the individual measurements.
There are a small fraction of cases, seven out of 271 (2.6%), with
discrepancies larger than 20 km s−1. Some of these could be stars
with genuine radial velocity variations, such as members of a
binary. We will investigate the cause for these cases in the future
and remove binaries from the ﬁnal library.
For a small fraction of our stars, Gaia DR2 provided radial
velocity measurements. Here we compare our measurements
against Gaia DR2. The cross-matching with the Gaia DR2
source catalog is described in Section 6. Among the clean Gaia
cross-matches, we have 417 plate–IFU combinations with
Gaia radial velocity measurements, V_ERRCODE=0, and
VERR<999.0 km s−1. The left panel of Figure 9 shows the
distribution of the heliocentric velocity difference between our
measurements and those from Gaia. The two sets of
measurements are quite consistent. The mean systematic offset
for VMaStar−VGaia is 1.12 km s−1. The standard deviation of
the difference is 3.68 km s−1, with only 1.4% of the plate–IFU
combinations distributed beyond 3σ of the mean.
This subsample that has Gaia radial velocity measurements
is brighter than most of the MaStar targets. Their r-band
magnitudes range from 11.5 to 14.8. Thus they tend to have
smaller velocity errors than most of the other MaStar targets.
We further check whether the difference between our velocity

measurements and Gaiaʼs are consistent with the reported
uncertainty. We combine the errors from both measurements
quadratically and then divide the velocity difference by the
combined error after removing the 1.12 km s−1 systematic
offset. The resulting distribution has a standard deviation
(around zero) of 1.375, as shown in the right panel of Figure 9.
This means our velocity error may be slightly underestimated.
However, this subsample, especially those outliers (4.6%),
could also include stars with genuine radial velocity variations.
From this comparison, we conﬁrm that our radial velocity
measurements are largely accurate, with a systematic error on
the order of 1 km s−1 and the reported velocity uncertainty
slightly underestimated by ∼40%. If we assume the velocity
uncertainties for other stars are underestimated by the same
level, then the actual median velocity uncertainty for the whole
sample should be around 4 km s−1.
5.4. Distribution of the Line Spread Function
The spectral resolutions of the MaStar spectra can vary
between stars and between different visits of the same star,
depending on the exact focus of the spectrograph. It is difﬁcult
to maintain a steady focus for spectrographs that ride with the
telescope and are exposed to the ambient environment, due to
temperature variation and ﬂexure of the instrument. Different
ﬁbers in the same spectrograph can also have different
resolutions, because the focal plane is not completely ﬂat and
the CCDs are usually not ﬂat either. It is critical to accurately
characterize the resolution as a function of wavelength for each
individual spectrum.
As mentioned in Section 4.1.2, we provide the detailed
spectral resolution information for each spectrum released.
Since it varies with wavelength, the resolution is given as a
vector with the same dimension as the ﬂux vector. We strongly
recommend that users take the varying resolution into account
when using the spectra, using the instructions given in
Section 4.1.2.
12
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Figure 9. Left: distribution of heliocentric radial velocity differences between MaStar and Gaia measurements for 417 stars that have good velocities from both
sources. There is a 1.12 km s−1 systematic offset. The standard deviation is 3.68 km s−1. Right: distribution of the velocity difference (after removing the systematic
difference) divided by the reported uncertainty. The Gaussian curve has a σ=1.375. This shows our velocity errors are slightly underestimated. The outliers beyond
3σ could be stars with genuine radial velocity variations.

6. Stellar-parameter Coverage
In the current version of the library, we do not provide a
catalog of associated stellar parameters for all of our stars. We
only provide a catalog for a portion of the stars whose
parameters are available from APOGEE/APOGEE-2, SEGUE,
and LAMOST. These parameters are used as input in our target
selection. They are not homogeneously derived and should be
treated with great caution.
We are in the process of determining stellar parameters for
all of the stars, which will primarily be based on our own
MaStar spectra. The parameters will be presented in a future
publication.
The availability of Gaia parallax information makes it
possible to provide a rough estimate of our stellar-parameter
coverage using color–luminosity diagrams. We matched our
library with Gaia DR2. For the 3321 unique stars (3326 unique
MaNGAIDs) with good per-visit spectra, 3318 stars (3323
MaNGAIDs) have one or more matches with Gaia within 3″ at
the corresponding epochs for the input catalogs of MaStar.
Among these, 3171 stars (3176 MaNGAIDs) have a single
match, with the largest angular distance being 2 06. For the
remaining 147 stars, we check if the match with the shortest
angular distance is also the dominant source, by computing the
contamination fraction using the same algorithm and threshold
as described in Appendix D.8. This results in an additional list
of 26 stars for which other nearby sources are too faint or too
distant to matter for practical purposes. In total, we are able to
cleanly match 3197 unique stars (3202 MaNGAIDs) with
Gaia DR2.
We adopt the distance estimates provided by Bailer-Jones
et al. (2018), which are derived from Gaia parallax and error
using Bayesian inference with a weak and purely geometric
prior. For the 3197 stars, only 3160 stars (3165 MaNGAIDs)
have valid distance estimates from Bailer-Jones et al. (2018).
We then select those stars that satisfy any of the following
criteria so that we could correct their color and magnitudes for
foreground extinction:

Figure 10. Distribution of the spectral resolution as a function of wavelength
among all good per-visit spectra, in units of Å (top panel) or km s−1 (bottom
panel). The white lines indicate the median resolution, while the three different
gray scales, from black to light gray, indicate zones of 68.3, 95, and 99.7
percentiles around the median, respectively.

Figure 10 shows the distribution of spectral resolution as a
function of wavelength among all the good-visits spectra.
The variation in spectral resolution is the reason that we are
not stacking multiple visit spectra together for the same star. In
order to properly stack them, we would have to degrade the
spectral resolution to the lowest resolution among the set. This
is undesirable for some applications.
In future SDSS data releases, we will provide versions of the
library in which we make all spectra have the same resolution
vector to make them more convenient to use.

1. Have an E (B - V ) value less than 0.1 mag according to
the SFD dust map.
2. Be more than 300 pc above or below the midplane of the
Milky Way, so that most of the dust measured by the
Schlegel et al. (1998) map should be in front of the star.
3. Have a distance less than 100 pc.
13
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Figure 11. Extinction-corrected color–luminosity diagrams for a subset of the good stars in our library in the Gaia bandpasses (left) and the SDSS bandpasses (right).
The subset is selected to be those with unique matches in Gaia DR2, and with either moderate extinction, with signiﬁcant height above or below the plane of the Milky
Way, or with a small distance from the Sun. The color coding of points indicates metallicity estimates. Those with unknown metallicities are plotted in black.

The motivation for the ﬁrst criterion is that, if the extinction is
small, it would not change the resulting color and absolute
magnitude signiﬁcantly even if we are overcorrecting them. The
motivation for the second criterion is that most of the dust should
be concentrated around ±300 pc around the plane of the Milky
Way, so using the SFD dust map values would be appropriate for
stars far away from the midplane. The motivation for the third
criterion is that very nearby stars are not signiﬁcantly extincted,
no matter which direction they are at. These assumptions are only
roughly correct. A more accurate approach would be to combine
the distance information with a 3D dust map. We leave that for
future investigation. For now, we just need to evaluate the rough
parameter coverage, and this approach should be sufﬁcient.
Among those stars with distance estimates, there are 2851
stars (2856 MaNGAIDs) that satisfy at least one of these
criteria. For those that satisfy the third criterion, we do not
correct their magnitudes or colors for extinction, as we expect
that little dust lies between these stars and us. For all the other
stars, we correct them for extinction using the E (B - V )
values given by the Schlegel et al. (1998) dust map.
Since our sources come from a variety of photometry
catalogs, we convert all of the photometry to the SDSS
photometric system. For those stars with PS1 photometry, we
converted to SDSS photometry using the relationship given by
Finkbeiner et al. (2016). For those with APASS photometry,
we assume they are already in the SDSS system. For stars
without input photometry from either PS1, APASS, or SDSS,
we convert their Gaia photometry to the SDSS system using
the relationship given by Evans et al. (2018).
For extinction correction in the SDSS photometric system,
we use the extinction coefﬁcients given by Schlaﬂy &
Finkbeiner (2011), assuming RV=3.1. For the extinction
correction in the Gaia photometric system, we use the
prescription given by Danielski et al. (2018).
With the distance estimates and extinction correction, we
derive the color and absolute magnitude for our stars. Figure 11
shows the color–absolute magnitude diagram in both the Gaia
photometric system (left) and the SDSS photometric system for
these stars (right). We have color coded the points with
metallicities. When metallicity information is available from
either APOGEE, SEGUE, or LAMOST, we employ it.
Otherwise, we take the metallicity measurement from our

preliminary measurements, based on our spectra using the
ULySS pipeline (Koleva et al. 2009, 2011), with MILES
(Sánchez-Blázquez et al. 2006) as the training set. The reason
we choose to mix the input parameters with those measured
using ULySS is that there are signiﬁcant discrepancies between
the two for some parts of the parameter space for which we
think the input parameters are more reliable.
These ﬁgures show that we have very good color–luminosity
coverage over a wide range of metallicity.
Figure 12 compares our stellar-parameter coverage with
MILES, grouped by metallicity. As discussed above, when we
do not have input metallicity measurement for a star, we use the
[Fe/H] measurement derived from ULySS. The results from
ULySS are unreliable for dwarfs cooler than 4000 K, perhaps
due to the shortage of such cool dwarfs in the MILES training
sample. The ﬁtting method combined with the MILES training
set appears to introduce an artiﬁcially tight correlation between
Teff and [Fe/H] for these cool dwarfs, in a way that the derived
metallicity decreases as Teff decreases. Therefore, we regard
these metallicity measurements below [Fe/H] = −0.3 as
unreliable, and we show the HR diagram for those stars by
themselves. The cool dwarfs in the other metallicity bins all
have their metallicity given by an input spectroscopic catalog.
For MILES, the [Fe/H] measurements come from Prugniel et al.
(2011), who derived the atmospheric parameters for MILES stars
using the ULySS code with the ELODIE library as a reference.
To make a comparison with MILES, we cross-match the
MILES library with Gaia DR2. Using the SIMBAD names
provided by Cenarro et al. (2007), we found the coordinates
and proper motion information for all the MILES library stars
in the SIMBAD database. Then we compute their coordinates
at the epoch of Gaia DR2 and ﬁnd corresponding matches. In
Appendix C, we provide details and recommendations for
others who may be interested in identifying the MILES stars for
other purposes.
Among the 985 stars in MILES, we were able to ﬁnd a match
in Gaia DR2 for 969 stars within 3″ and with similar
magnitudes. Several stars have signiﬁcantly different magnitudes in the V band. They are either due to variable stars or due
to saturation in Gaia. Among the 16 missing stars, 13 are
brighter than the bright limit of Gaia DR2 and are thus not
included in Gaia DR2; the other three reside in clusters, and
14
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Figure 12. Comparison of the coverage in extinction-corrected color–luminosity diagrams between MILES (black) and MaStar (red) in ﬁve metallicity bins. The last
panel is for stars with no or unreliable metallicity measurements. MaStar has much more extensive and more contiguous coverage for cool dwarfs, red giants, and lowmetallicity stars. The coverages of the two libraries in the supersolar metallicity bin are very complementary to each other.

they only have ambiguous matches beyond 3″. Among the 969
stars, we also select those that could be corrected for extinction
using the set of three criteria described above. Here, in order to
include more stars in the comparison, we relax the threshold to
0.2 mag in criterion 1 and to 200 pc in criterion 3. This yields
836 stars in the MILES library and 2989 unique stars in the
MaStar library. Compared to MILES, the current release of the
MaStar library has a much more extensive and more
contiguous coverage in the cool dwarf regime in all metallicity
bins, and a more contiguous coverage in the red giant branch
(RGB), especially the lower part of it, in all metallicity bins.
We also have much better coverage among blue main-sequence
and blue horizontal-branch stars in the two metal-poor bins.
However, in the solar and supersolar metallicity bins, our
current coverage is not as good as MILES for the very hot part
of the main sequence and the supergiants. We are working on
improving the coverage for main-sequence OB stars and the
supergiants. These stars are too luminous to be found with large
numbers within our regular magnitude range. We have to
reduce the exposure time signiﬁcantly to obtain them, which
we are doing at the time of writing.
In our ﬁnal release, we expect to triple the number of stars
and exceed the parameter coverage of MILES in all aspects.
In Figure 13, we show the current coverage of MaStar in the
[α/Fe] versus [Fe/H] space. This plot only includes 1589 stars
for which we have [α/Fe] and [Fe/H] available from input
stellar-parameter catalogs, which is less than one-half of the
whole good-stars sample. This shows that our targeting strategy

Figure 13. Distribution of one-half of the MaStar sample in the [α/Fe] versus
[Fe/H] space. This only shows those stars with known [α/Fe] and [Fe/H]
values from input catalogs. The distribution here is much more uniform than
shown in Figure 15.

successfully achieved the sampling in both the high and the low
sequences in this space. Compared to the distribution in the
input catalog as shown in Figure 15, the sampling of the two
sequences is much more even.
6.1. Comparison with MILES Spectra
We make a few comparisons with spectra in the MILES
Library. Among the good stars in the current release, we do not
15
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Figure 14. Comparison between MaStar spectra and MILES spectra for stars with similar parameters. From top to bottom, we show one hot main-sequence star, one
warm main-sequence star, one cool main-sequence star, and one red giant star. Both MaStar and MILES spectra are normalized by the median value between 5000 and
5050 Å. The wavelength are converted from vacuum to air to match MILES. The spectra agree well in general, with small differences in ﬂux calibration.

have any stars in common with MILES. This is due to the large
difference in the magnitude ranges covered by the two libraries.
Therefore, for comparison, we picked stars with similar stellar
parameters. The stellar parameters used for picking MaStar
spectra come from the input catalogs. We show the comparison
in Figure 14 for three main-sequence stars with different
temperatures and one RGB star.
We corrected the MaStar spectra for foreground dust
extinction using the 3D dust maps provided by Green et al.
(2019) and the Fitzpatrick (1999) extinction law. We normalized both MaStar and MILES spectra by the median ﬂux
between 5000 and 5050 Å to make a direct comparison. The
spectra from the two libraries agree very well in general.
MaStar has much wider wavelength coverage. There are small
differences in ﬂux calibration at the level of a few percent, as
expected from the ﬂux calibration uncertainty of both MILES
and MaStar. The difference is largest for the M dwarf
comparison (third row in Figure 14). In this case, the difference
could also be due to differences in the intrinsic stellar
parameters for the two stars, because deriving reliable
parameters for these cool dwarfs is more challenging than for
other parts of the parameter space.

wavelength are provided for each spectrum. Compared to the
MILES library, we have signiﬁcantly expanded the coverage in
the cool dwarf regime and the low-metallicity regime, and we
provided more contiguous coverage in other parts of the
parameter space. This library will form the basis for a new
generation of stellar-population synthesis models and be
especially suited for the analysis of MaNGA galaxies. The
observations are still ongoing, and the ﬁnal version of the
library will be at least three times larger; we expect to expand
the coverage in other parts of the parameter space as well.
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7. Summary
We are assembling a large and comprehensive stellar spectra
library with several thousand stars covering wavelengths from
3622 to 10354 Å with a resolving power of R∼1800. In this
paper, we describe the release of the ﬁrst version, which
consists of 3321 unique stars, with 8646 high-quality per-visit
spectra in DR15 of SDSS-IV. The ﬂux calibration is accurate to
3%–4%. Accurate LSF measurements as a function of
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Appendix A
MaStar Data Products
Here we describe the main MaStar data products. We
provide two summary ﬁles, the mastarall and mastar-goodspec
ﬁles: one contains the metadata and the other contains the
spectra. They are described in detail in Section 4.3. Here we
provide basic information for the ﬁle structure and links to the
software and data model. More details of the data can be found
on the SDSS DR15 website:https://www.sdss.org/dr15/
mastar/.
A.1. Metadata Summary File (mastarall)
The mastarall ﬁle collates metadata from all target stars and
all observational visits. The information is listed in four binary
“ﬁts” tables. The details are listed in Table 2.
Written by:https://svn.sdss.org/public/repo/manga/mastar/
mastarproc/tags/v1_0_2/pro/mastarall.pro.
Data Model:https://data.sdss.org/datamodel/ﬁles/MANGA_
SPECTRO_MASTAR/DRPVER/MPROCVER/mastarallDRPVER-MPROCVER.html.
The formats of the GOODSTARS and ALLSTARS tables
are shown in Table 3. The GOODSTARS table is also available
in the electronic edition of the Astrophysical Journal.
The formats of the GOODVISITS and ALLVISITS tables
are shown in Table 4. The GOODVISITS table is also available
in the electronic edition of the Astrophysical Journal.
A.2. Spectra Summary File (mastar-goodspec)
The mastar-goodspec ﬁle contains the per-visit spectra and
metadata for all good visits. Its entries are in the same order as
the entries in the GOODVISITS table of the mastarall ﬁle. The
wavelength arrays for all spectra are logarithmically spaced
with Δlog λ=10−4 and are given in vacuum.
Written by:https://svn.sdss.org/public/repo/manga/mastar/
mastarproc/tags/v1_0_2/pro/collectstellar.pro.
Data Model:https://data.sdss.org/datamodel/ﬁles/MANGA_
SPECTRO_MASTAR/DRPVER/MPROCVER/mastargoodspec-DRPVER-MPROCVER.html.

Table 2
Data Model for Mastarall-(DRPVER)-(MPROCVER).ﬁts
HDU

Extension Name

Description

0
1
2
3
4

L
GOODSTARS
GOODVISITS
ALLSTARS
ALLVISITS

Empty
Summary
Summary
Summary
Summary

17

table
table
table
table

for
for
for
for

stars that have at least one good-visit spectrum
all of the good visits of the good stars
all stars that have been observed at least once, regardless of quality
all of the visits of all of the stars
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Table 3
Data Model for the GOODSTARS and ALLSTARS Table
Column Number

Label

Description

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

DRPVER
MPROCVER
MANGAID
MINMJD
MAXMJD
NVISITS
NPLATES
OBJRA
OBJDEC
CATALOGRA
CATALOGDEC
CAT_EPOCH
PSFMAG_1
PSFMAG_2
PSFMAG_3
PSFMAG_4
PSFMAG_5
MNGTARG2
INPUT_LOGG
INPUT_TEFF
INPUT_FE_H
INPUT_ALPHA_M
INPUT_SOURCE
PHOTOCAT

Version of mangadrp used for reduction
Version of mastarproc used to produce this ﬁle
The XX-XXXXXX format MaNGA ID
Minimum MJD for all observations of this star
Maximum MJD for all observations of this star
Number of visits for this star (including good and bad observations)
Number of different plates this star is involved in
R.A. for the target (J2000, but not necessarily at epoch 2000)
Decl. for the target (J2000, but not necessarily at epoch 2000)
R.A. of this object in the photometry catalog speciﬁed by PHOTOCAT
Decl. of this object in the photometry catalog speciﬁed by PHOTOCAT
Epoch of the astrometry (approximate epoch for PS1 and APASS)
PSF magnitude in passband_1. The passband depends on PHOTOCAT
PSF magnitude in passband_2. The passband depends on PHOTOCAT
PSF magnitude in passband_3. The passband depends on PHOTOCAT
PSF magnitude in passband_4. The passband depends on PHOTOCAT
PSF magnitude in passband_5. The passband depends on PHOTOCAT
Bit mask giving information about target selection and source of photometry
Surface gravity (log g) in the input stellar-parameter catalog
Effective temperature (Teff) in the input stellar-parameter catalog
[Fe/H] in the input stellar-parameter catalog
[alpha/M] in the input stellar-parameter catalog
Source of the input stellar parameters
Photometry catalog (also speciﬁed by MNGTARG2)

Note.The GOODSTARS table is published in its entirety in the electronic edition of the Astrophysical Journal. A portion is shown here for guidance regarding its
form and content.
(This table is available in its entirety in machine-readable form.)

Table 4
Data Model for the GOODVISITS and ALLVISITS Table
Column number

Label

Description

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

DRPVER
MPROCVER
MANGAID
PLATE
IFUDESIGN
MJD
IFURA
IFUDEC
OBJRA
OBJDEC
PSFMAG_1
PSFMAG_2
PSFMAG_3
PSFMAG_4
PSFMAG_5
MNGTARG2
NEXP
HELIOV

19
20
21

VERR
V_ERRCODE
MJDQUAL

Version of mangadrp used for reduction
Version of mastarproc used to produce this ﬁle
The XX-XXXXXX format MaNGA ID
Plate number
IFU bundle number
Modiﬁed Julian Date for the observation
R.A. for the center of the IFU (could be offset from star)
Decl. for the center of the IFU (could be offset from star)
R.A. for the target (J2000, but not necessarily at epoch 2000)
Decl. for the target (J2000, but not necessarily at epoch 2000)
PSF magnitude in passband_1.
PSF magnitude in passband_2.
PSF magnitude in passband_3.
PSF magnitude in passband_4.
PSF magnitude in passband_5.
Bit mask giving information about target selection and source of photometry
Total number of exposures during this visit
Heliocentric velocity used to shift the spectra to the rest frame
If HELIOV=0, then the spectra are still in the observed frame.
1σ error on the heliocentric velocity
Error code for radial velocity search (zero is good, nonzero is bad)
Bit mask for spectral quality ﬂags

Note.The GOODVISITS table is also published in its entirety in the electronic edition of the Astrophysical Journal. A portion is shown here for guidance regarding
its form and content.
(This table is available in its entirety in machine-readable form.)
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Table 5
Data Model for mastar-LOG-[PLATE]-[IFUDESIGN].ﬁts.gz
HDU

Extension Name
L
MASTAR
OBSINFO
FITDETAIL

0
1
2
3

Description
Empty except for global header
Binary table providing all of the per-visit spectra for a star and associated metadata
Binary table of auxiliary information for the observations, one row for each exposure
Binary table of per-exposure spectra and the associated metadata for all exposures taken on all visits

Table 6
MASTAR_QUAL Data-quality Bit Mask (Applied to MJDQUAL, EXPQUAL, and MSTRQUAL)
Bit

Value

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
30

1
2
4
8
16
32
64
128
256
512
1,073,741,824

Label

Description

NODATA
SKYSUBBAD
HIGHSCAT
BADFLUX
LOWCOV
POORCAL
BADHELIORV
MANUAL
EMLINE
LOWSN
CRITICAL

No data
Bad sky subtraction in one or more frames
High scattered light in one or more frames
Bad ﬂux calibration
PSF-covering fraction by ﬁber is too small (<10%)
Poor throughput
High variance between stellar radial velocities
Flagged as problematic by visual inspection
Spectrum contains emission lines
Per-MJD spectrum has median S/N15
Critical failure in one or more frames

A.3. Spectra of Individual Stars

B.2. Quality Bit Mask for Spectra

Besides being collected in the spectra summary ﬁle (“mastargoodspec”), the spectra for each individual star can also be found
under the MaNGA DRP reduction directory, speciﬁcally under
the subdirectory called “mastar” under the subdirectory for each
plate. The ﬁles called “mastar-LOG-[PLATE]-[IFUDESIGN].ﬁts.
gz” contain the ﬁnal per-exposure and per-visit spectra for each
star. One can also ﬁnd the spectra that are considered to be of poor
quality in these directories. Table 5 lists the basic content of these
ﬁles. The wavelength arrays for all spectra are logarithmically
spaced with Δlog λ=10−4 and are given in vacuum.
Written by: https://svn.sdss.org/public/repo/manga/
mangadrp/tags/v2_4_3/pro/spec3d/mdrp_mastar.pro.
Data model:https://data.sdss.org/datamodel/ﬁles/MANGA_
SPECTRO_REDUX/DRPVER/PLATE4/mastar/mastar-LOGPLATE-IFU.html.

The MASTAR_QUAL bit mask provides indications of the
overall spectral quality. This bit mask is applied in EXPQUAL,
MJDQUAL, and MSTRQUAL keywords in various ﬁles. In
the FITDETAIL extension of the mastar-LOG-[PLATE][IFUDESIGN] ﬁles, the column EXPQUAL provides the
quality indication for each per-exposure spectrum. In the
summary spectra ﬁle (“mastar-goodspec”) and the MASTAR
extension of the mastar-LOG-[PLATE]-[IFUDESIGN] ﬁles,
the column MJDQUAL provides the quality indication for each
per-visit spectrum. In the global header of the mastar-LOG[PLATE]-[IFUDESIGN] ﬁle, the MSTRQUAL provides an
overall quality indication for that plate–IFU combination.
Table 6 lists the meaning of each bit. These are explained in
more detail in Section 4.2.4.

Appendix B
Meanings of Bit Masks Used in MaStar Data Products

B.3. Targeting Bit Mask
The MANGA_TARGET2 bit mask provides targeting information for MaStar targets. It is given as the “MNGTARG2”
column in all extensions of the metadata summary ﬁle
(“mastarall”) and the spectra summary ﬁle (“mastar-goodspec”).
Table 7 lists the meaning of each bit. In particular, bits 7, 8, 11,
12, 13, 15, and 16 are useful for knowing which photometric
system the PSFMAG for each star is based on. The corresponding description of the PSFMAG is given in Table 8.

B.1. Pixel-level Mask for Spectra
The pixel-level mask gives an indication of quality issues
related to each pixel in a spectrum. The mask associated with
each spectrum can be found as the column “MASK” in both the
spectra summary ﬁle and the individual spectra ﬁle. The
meaning of this pixel-level bit mask is identical to that used by
MaNGA, which is listed in Table 13 of Law et al. (2016).
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Table 7
MANGA_TARGET2 Bit Mask (Abbreviated as MNGTARG2)
Bit

Value

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

1
2
4
8
16
32
64
128
256
512
1024
2048
4096
8192
16,384
32,768
65,536
1,048,576
2,097,152
4,194,304
8,388,608
16,777,216
33,554,432
67,108,864
134,217,728

Label

Description

NONE
SKY
STELLIB_SDSS_COM
STELLIB_2MASS_COM
STELLIB_KNOWN_COM
STELLIB_COM_mar2015
STELLIB_COM_jun2015
STELLIB_PS1
STELLIB_APASS
STELLIB_PHOTO_COM
STELLIB_aug2015
STELLIB_SDSS
STELLIB_GAIA
STELLIB_TYCHO2
STELLIB_BRIGHT
STELLIB_UNRELIABLE
STELLIB_GAIADR2
STD_FSTAR_COM
STD_WD_COM
STD_STD_COM
STD_FSTAR
STD_WD
STD_APASS_COM
STD_PS1_COM
STD_BRIGHT

(Not used)
Sky ﬁbers
Commissioning selection using SDSS photometry
Commissioning selection using 2MASS photometry
Commissioning selection of known-parameter stars
Commissioning selection in 2015 Mar
Commissioning selection in 2015 Jun
Library stars using PS1 photometry
Library stars using APASS photometry
Commissioning selection using photoderived parameters
Global selection since 2015 Aug
Library stars using SDSS photometry
Library stars using Gaia DR1 photometry, G band only
Library stars using TYCHO2 photometry (B and V in place of u and r)
Bright stars observed with short exposures
Library stars with unreliable photometry
Library stars using Gaia DR2 photometry, G, GBP, GRP
MaNGA commissioning selection of F-type ﬂux standards
MaNGA commissioning of white dwarf ﬂux standards
Other standards for MaNGA commissioning
MaNGA selection of F-type ﬂux standards (based on SDSS photometry)
White dwarf standards
Commissioning selection of standards using APASS photometry
Commissioning selection of standards using PS1 photometry
Standards on bright star plates

three of them (M71 KC-147, M71 KC-263, NGC 288 77) are in
clusters and only have ambiguous matches beyond 3″.
For others who may be interested in identifying the MILES
sources, we recommend using the SIMBAD names provided
by Cenarro et al. (2007) to obtain astrometry from SIMBAD.
We advise against using the coordinates given on the MILES
website. For four of the stars (BD+090352, HD 000249, HD
151217, HD 152601), the coordinates provided are in error. For
23 of the 28 stars in the cluster M71, the coordinates are given
in Equinox B1950 rather than J2000. And due to the lack of
epoch information, many other stars can have coordinate
offsets up to 70 arcsec.

Table 8
Filter Bands of PSFMAG for Different MANGA_TARGET2 Bits
PHOTOCAT
PS1
APASS
SDSS
Gaia DR1
TYCHO2
Gaia DR2

MNGTARG2 bit
7
8
11
12
13
16

Filter bands for PSFMAG [0]–[4]
[None, g, r, i, z]
[None, g, r, i, None]
[u, g, r, i, z]
[None, G, None, None, None]
[B, None, V, None, None]
[None, G, GBP, GRP, None]

Appendix C
Matching the MILES Library to Gaia DR2
We found there are some errors in the coordinates of the
MILES stars as given on the MILES website (http://www.iac.
es/proyecto/miles/pages/stellar-libraries/the-catalogue.php).
Using these coordinates, for a large fraction of the stars, we
cannot ﬁnd a match for them to sources on SIMBAD or
Gaia DR2.
Using the SIMBAD names for the stars provided by Cenarro
et al. (2007), we were able to match all 985 stars to sources on
SIMBAD. Most of these already have been cross-matched to
Gaia DR2 and have updated astrometry and proper motion
information available. We make use of these coordinates and
proper motion to compute the coordinates for Equinox J2000.0
at Epoch J2015.5, which is the epoch for Gaia DR2. We then
cross-matched them with Gaia DR2 sources using the online
query tool offered by the Gaia Archive. We found matches for
969 stars within 3″ and with similar magnitudes. For the
remaining 16 stars, 13 of them (HD 029139, HD 039801, HD
054605, HD 057061, HD 060179, HD 081797, HD 085235,
HD 089484, HD 095735, HD 124897, HD 146051, HD
164058, HD 020902) are too bright to be found in Gaia, and

Appendix D
Details of the Target Selection
D.1. Magnitude Limits
We select stars that are brighter than 17.5in either the g
band or i band. This ensures we have an S/N of more than
50with eight 15 minute exposures.
We set the bright limit of our target selection to 12.7in both
the g and i bands. Given the throughput of the instrument (Yan
et al. 2016b), assuming the star is perfectly centered in the
central ﬁber and observed under 1″ seeing, the count in the
brightest pixel in the blue or red camera would be about 25,000
for a star of magnitude 12.7 in the g or i bands, respectively. A
brighter star would risk being saturated. For one of the
ampliﬁers of the red camera in Spectrograph 1 (r1), the detector
exhibits slight nonlinearity when the raw count is above
33,000.
Starting from Plate 9800, we adopted a bright limit of 11.7 in
both the g and i bands in order to include more intrinsically
luminous stars. For stars with either g-band or i-band
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magnitudes between 11.7 and 12.7, we intentionally offset the
ﬁber bundles by 1 443 to the north of the target so that the
center of the star falls in the gaps between ﬁbers to avoid
saturating the detector. We are still able to recover the correct
ﬂux for the star using the aperture-correction technique, as
described in Section 4.2.1.

Relative to LAMOST, the median shift is 54 K:
Teff = Taspcap + 54 K.

For metallicity, ASPCAP provides metallicity in terms of
[M/H]. Here, M does not strictly represent the total metallicity
(total number of nuclei for elements heavier than helium).
Rather, [M/H] represents the scaling factor applied to all
elements other than H, He, C, and α-elements, using the solarabundance pattern for these elements. This is the abundance
setting in the atmosphere grids generated by Mészáros et al.
(2012), which are used by ASPCAP to produce template
spectra to ﬁt the data. Therefore, the [M/H] quoted by
ASPCAP is the solar-scaled metal abundance. The atmosphere
grids produced by Mészáros et al. (2012) allow independent
variations of C and α-elements relative to other metals. Thus
they can deviate from the solar abundance pattern. As a result,
the [M/H] derived by ASPCAP follows [Fe/H] closely. We
adopt the [M/H] and [α/M] values provided by ASPCAP, but
we treat and quote them as [Fe/H] and [α/Fe].
The difference is negligible between LAMOST and
APOGEE. For stars with calibrated [Fe/H] available, we adopt
the calibrated metallicity and made no correction. For those
stars without calibrated [Fe/H] available, we adopt the
uncalibrated metallicity and made a small correction to match
the calibrated parameters:

D.2. Homogenization of Various Catalogs
A large fraction of our targets are selected from stellarparameter catalogs, including the APOGEE ASPCAP catalog
(Holtzman et al. 2015, 2018; García Pérez et al. 2016), the
SEGUE SSPP catalog (Allende Prieto et al. 2008, 2014; Lee
et al. 2008a, 2008b), and the LAMOST LEGUE catalog (Luo
et al. 2015). Here, we describe in detail the selection and
homogenization of their stellar parameters.
In the ASPCAP catalog, we ﬁrst remove stars with velocity
variations detected at more than 5σ, using a velocity
uncertainty ﬂoor of 0.2 km s−1, to avoid targeting binary stars
that could have contaminated spectra. We also remove those
stars with bits BAD_PIXELS, COMMISSIONING, VERY_
BRIGHT_NEIGHBOR, or LOW_SNR set in the APOGEE_S
TARFLAG bit mask, and those with bits STAR_BAD,
SN_BAD, or NO_ASPCAP_RESULT set in the APO
GEE_ASPCAPFLAG bit mask. In the SEGUE catalog, we
remove those with a nonzero ZWARNING column.
Because the stellar parameters from different catalogs could
have systematic offsets from each other, we applied shifts to the
parameters from these catalogs to make them roughly
consistent with each other before selecting targets. By
comparing the parameters for the stars in common, we found
that SEGUE and LAMOST parameters are very consistent with
each other, so no shift is necessary. Using stars in common
between APOGEE and LAMOST, we found small systematic
differences in stellar parameters between them. We shift
APOGEE to be consistent with LAMOST, because LAMOST
has the greatest number of stars and overlaps with both
APOGEE and SEGUE in their magnitude range. It does not
matter for our purposes which catalog has closer-to-truth
parameters. What matters is that they are consistent with each
other.
The corrections applied to the APOGEE stellar parameters
are different for giants and dwarfs. ASPCAP provides the
uncalibrated parameters (“fparam”) and the calibrated parameters (“param”). The latter is only available for giants. For
giants, which are deﬁned as those with an uncalibrated
log g<3.8, we adjust the calibrated ASPCAP parameters
from APOGEE (“param”) as follows:
log g = log gaspcap + 0.144.

[Fe H] = [Fe H]aspcap - 0.02.

(4 )

For [α/Fe], for stars with calibrated [α/Fe] available, we
adopt it without any correction. Otherwise, we adopt the
uncalibrated [α/Fe] and made a small correction to match the
calibrated parameters:
[a Fe] = [a Fe]aspcap - 0.0413.

(5 )

D.3. Selection of Known-parameter Stars
In practice, there are several constraints. First, we do not
dictate which ﬁelds we observe as we piggyback on APOGEE2N observations. Second, we have a ﬁxed number of designs in
each ﬁeld and cannot observe more than 17×ndesign stars in
each ﬁeld. Third, not all ﬁelds have known-parameter stars.
Therefore, we have to design an effective algorithm in order to
observe rare stars where they are available. The problems are
how to deﬁne “rareness” and how to decide the priority among
different types of rare stars.
Our method to solve this problem under these practical
constraints is to select targets globally among all of the ﬁelds.
Because APOGEE-2N provides us with a list of all the ﬁelds
they will observe and the number of designs for each ﬁeld, we
can predict the number of opportunities each star can be
selected. Collecting all the stellar-parameter catalogs within
these ﬁelds also allows us to build a density distribution in the
multidimensional parameter space. We can then pick the stars
with appropriate weight so that the resulting distribution is ﬂat
in the parameter space.
In practice, we ﬁrst run the selection in a three-dimensional
parameter space (Teff, log g, and [Fe/H]). We treat [α/Fe]
separately because only some of the catalogs have this
information. We ﬁnd all of the APOGEE, SEGUE, and
LAMOST stars in all of the APOGEE-2 ﬁelds, and we select
only stars with magnitudes falling between the limits deﬁned
above. We place all of these stars in the three-dimensional
space and then compute the local density of each star by

(1)

For dwarfs, deﬁned to have an uncalibrated log g>3.8, we
apply a temperature-dependent log g correction based on
comparison with LAMOST:
log g = ( - 5.3407 ´ 10-5Taspcap + 1.320)
´ log gaspcap ,

(3 )

(2 )

where both log gaspcap and Taspcap are from the uncalibrated
parameters.
For temperature, there is no difference between the
calibrated and uncalibrated parameters in the ASPCAP catalog.
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counting its neighbors within a box of dimension 0.05 in Θ
(deﬁned as 5040 K/Teff), 0.3 dex in log g, and 0.3 dex in
[Fe/H] centered on that star. The size of the box is chosen to be
comparable to the uncertainty in these parameters. When
computing the local density, we do not simply add the number
of stars in that box. We sum up ndesign of all the stars in that
box, because this is the number of opportunities that each star
could be selected. This procedure gives us the local density
around each star.
We assign an initial weight to each star that is proportional to
the inverse of the local density. With some further adjustments
to these weights, which are described below, we eventually
select stars randomly with probabilities proportional to the ﬁnal
weights. This results in a list of stars roughly, but not strictly,
sorted by their local density. The reason we do not do the strict
sorting is to avoid rare stars taking up all available plate real
estate, leaving no place for the more common stars.
To express the above in mathematical terms, the local
density around each star is
ri =

å n design.

Figure 15. Distribution of APOGEE stars in [α/Fe] versus [Fe/H] space. One
can see two sequences that merge at high [Fe/H]. These parameters have been
adjusted according to the prescription in Appendix D.2. The solid line indicates
our ﬁducial demarcation. We try to balance the sampling of stars above and
below this demarcation.

(6 )

box

log g, and ±0.3 in [Fe/H]). The threshold is about 18. For stars
with [α/Fe] available, the number of already-observed stars is
counted in the 4D neighborhood space (±0.05 in Θ, ±0.3 in
log g, ±0.3 in [Fe/H], and ±0.05 in [α/Fe]), and the threshold
for sufﬁcient sampling is about six.
The three catalogs we adopt have different accuracies on
their stellar parameters. Because APOGEE uses relatively highresolution spectroscopy, its parameters are much more reliable
than those from SEGUE and LAMOST. This will help our ﬁnal
stellar-parameter measurements considerably. Therefore, whenever the same types of stars are available in more than one
catalog, we prefer in order, from highest to lowest, APOGEE,
SEGUE, and LAMOST. We prefer SEGUE over LAMOST
because SEGUE has better ﬂux calibration than LAMOST.
Therefore, when we have stars from all three surveys in a
given bin of the stellar-parameter space, we would like the
chance of selecting APOGEE stars to be 10 times higher than
the chance of selecting SEGUE stars, and the latter to be 10
times higher than the chance of selecting LAMOST stars. To
achieve this, we adjust the weights assigned to targets from
different sources. The weights have to be adjusted according to
the number of stars from each source, so that the collective
probability of picking stars from that source differs by a factor
of 10. At the same time, we maintain the total sum of weights
for each bin, so that the total probability for drawing stars from
that bin does not change.
We also adjust the weights to ﬂatten the distribution of stars
in the [α/Fe] space. This is done only for stars in APOGEE and
SEGUE, which have [α/Fe] measurements available, and for
some LAMOST stars that can be found in the LAMOSTCannon catalog (Ho et al. 2017), which provided [α/Fe] for
450,000 giant stars in LAMOST DR2. Figure 15 shows the
distribution of APOGEE stars in [α/Fe] versus [Fe/H] space.
At the low-[Fe/H] end, there are two sequences in this plot
with an offset in [α/Fe] between them, corresponding roughly
to the thin-disk and thick-disk populations. The two sequences
merge at high [Fe/H]. We deﬁne a ﬁducial demarcation
between the two sequences, which can be described by the
following equation:

The probability assigned to each star is
Pi =

1
=
ri

1
.
å box n design

(7 )

We normalize Pi so that the sum of all Pi is 1.0.
Assuming all stars in that box have roughly the same ρi and
the same Pi, the total probability of targeting stars in the box
around star i is

å Pi n design,i = 1.

(8 )

Therefore, this arrangement will provide roughly the same
number of stars in each box populated with a sufﬁcient number
of stars.
There are three further adjustments done to the weights
before we run the probabilistic random selection. First, we
reduce the weights for some stars if the part of the parameter
space they cover has already been sampled sufﬁciently by
previously designed plates. Second, we adjust the weights to
prioritize some source catalogs over others. Third, we adjust
them to ﬂatten the sampling in [α/Fe] space. We explain these
adjustments in the following paragraphs.
The reduction of weights for the already-sampled parameter
space only takes effect after we have designed some plates.
Each month, when we design new plates to be observed, we
rerun the target-selection code to reassess the sampling of the
parameter space. This gives us the opportunity to reduce the
weight for those stars whose parameter space has already been
sufﬁciently sampled. We set the threshold for sufﬁcient
sampling to the ratio between the number of total targets we
expect to observe and the rough number of bins in the
parameter space. We reduce the weight in proportion to the
ratio between the number of stars already observed around each
star and this threshold. If we have observed more stars than this
threshold, then we do not take any more targets from that bin
by assigning the given star a very low weight.
The exact number for the threshold of sufﬁcient sampling
changes with time and is set separately for stars with [α/Fe]
information and the stars without this information. For stars
without [α/Fe] available, the number of already-observed stars
is counted in the 3D neighborhood space (±0.05 in Θ, ±0.3 in

[a Fe] = - 0.09 [Fe H] + 0.078.
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We aim to select the same number of stars above and below the
demarcation at each [Fe/H]. This is done by binning stars in
[Fe/H] into several bins, with boundaries set at [Fe/H]=
[−4.5, −0.9, −0.5, −0.2, 0.1, 0.4, 0.9], and then adjusting the
weight for stars above and below the demarcation so that they
have the same total probability of being targeted.
We then have a second step to pick the stars for each ﬁeld
and for each design. When designing each plate, we pick out
the stars in the global list that belong to the ﬁeld being
designed, while keeping their order in the global list. We then
select stars from top to bottom so that we ﬁrst select the rarer
stars on that plate.
In our plate design, we need to coordinate with the
APOGEE-2 targeting for infrared spectroscopy. To allow
ﬁbers to be pluggable, we have to reject MaStar targets that are
closer than 115 74 to any APOGEE target or another MaStar
target. This requirement rejects some of the stars, and we have
to keep going down the list to ﬁnd a sufﬁcient number of stars.
Whenever APOGEE-2 changes their ﬁeld plan, we rerun our
algorithm to include stars in any new ﬁelds or modify their
ndesign.
Due to the tight monthly schedule for plate design and the
need to get targets on plates, the selection algorithm described
above was gradually implemented and improved over the
years. As a result, one should never use this sample for any
statistical studies, and the sample is not meant to be unbiased at
all. The strength of the sample is the wide range of parameter
space coverage, with signiﬁcant oversampling for rare
combinations of stellar parameters.

a sample of stars with both PS1 and APASS measurements.
The best-ﬁt SED model is determined according to the
minimum χ2 method. For each star, from the best-ﬁt model,
we obtain Teff, log g, [Fe/H], age, and total extinction Av,
where [Fe/H] is deﬁned to be log (Z/Ze) with Ze=0.019.
By comparing to a sample of stars with stellar parameters
available from LAMOST, we found that the Teff values are well
determined for the great majority of stars. However, log g and
[Fe/H] are not well constrained. Therefore, for the photometrybased selection, we only use temperature in our selection.
For the cool end, we select only stars cooler than 3981 K.
For the hot end, we select only stars hotter than 8000 K. We bin
this sample in Θ (=5040 K/Teff) space with a bin size of 0.05.
We assign weight to the stars according to the inverse of the
number of stars in each bin. This increases the weight for the
more extreme stars and gives them higher priority.
We have also used an OB star catalog (Liu et al. 2015), a
carbon star catalog (Ji et al. 2016), an M giant star catalog
(Zhong et al. 2015), and an M dwarf star catalog (Guo et al.
2015) provided by the LAMOST team. We consider these to
have higher ﬁdelity than SED ﬁtting, and we prioritize them
before the other photometrically selected stars.
D.6. Optimization of Stellar-parameter Coverage
Because MaStar is a piggyback program, we have to give
priority to APOGEE-2 targets in plate design. This means
many of our high-priority targets do not get a ﬁber bundle
assigned in the end due to target conﬂicts or ﬁber collisions. To
alleviate the effect of this, we rerun our target selection
algorithm after each run of plate design to reoptimize the
weight distribution, taking into account those targets that are
already allocated and the number of remaining designs in the
remaining ﬁelds. We also took the opportunity to ﬁx bugs and
improve the selection. Again, the goal of the program is to
cover as wide a parameter space as possible. Thus, continued
reoptimization is beneﬁcial.

D.4. Early Commissioning Selection
The MaStar program was conceived relatively late in the
planning of SDSS-IV. The ﬁrst rounds of target selection were
therefore performed using a preliminary pipeline before the full
pipeline was developed. In 2015 June, we switched to the
selection described above for the majority of MaStar plates. As
a user of the library, one only needs to be aware that the target
selection for those early plates (with plate numbers smaller than
8500) was different. There were also mistakes that caused some
very bright stars to be observed; these are ﬂagged and rejected
in the ﬁnal summary catalog and summary spectra ﬁles.

D.7. Ancillary Programs to Patch Parameter Space
There have been ancillary observing opportunities in both
the MaNGA and APOGEE-2N programs that have allowed us
to widen our stellar-parameter space.
MaNGA had a small shortage of ﬁelds to observe during
Local Sidereal Times of 4.25–5.25 hr. This provides an
opportunity to go outside the planned APOGEE-2 footprint.
We selected two ﬁelds to observe during this time. The ﬁelds
are chosen to contain rare metal-poor stars with relatively more
high-weight stars around them.
SDSS-North also had a call for proposals to use some extra
bright time as a result of faster-than-expected survey speed. We
were granted 74 hr of MaStar-led observing. We planned these
ﬁelds to focus on OB stars in star-forming regions, supergiants,
and metal-poor M dwarfs.
Some parts of the parameter space are only accessible at
brighter magnitudes. These regions include hot main-sequence
stars, blue supergiants, very luminous RGB stars, and
asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars. For example, for stars
with an absolute magnitude brighter than −5.7, which is
roughly that of late O-stars, they have to be more than 30 kpc
away from us to fall within our nominal magnitude limits
(fainter than 11.7 in both the g and i bands). In addition, most
of these young hot stars are in the Galactic disk. Thus, we

D.5. Selection of Stars Based on Photometry
In many APOGEE-2 ﬁelds, we have no or very few stars
with known stellar parameters. In these ﬁelds, we use a
photometric selection to select preferentially very hot and very
cool stars.
This selection is done by spectral energy distribution (SED)
ﬁtting to optical and infrared photometry. We generated
PARSEC theoretical SEDs (Bressan et al. 2012) using the
PARSEC online service37 (version 1.1) in Pan-STARRS1 grizy
bands, 2MASS J, H, K bands, and WISE W1 and W2 bands, for
a grid of ages, metallicities, and extinction values. The input
parameters are set as follows: t=0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10 Gyr;
Z=0.0002 to 0.05 in steps of ΔZ=0.0002; and Av=0,
0.05, 0.1, 0.15 mag. Other parameters are set according to the
default. Since the PARSEC online service does not have
APASS ﬁlter information, we convert the APASS magnitudes
into PS1 magnitudes using an empirical relation derived using
37

http://stev.oapd.inaf.it/cgi-bin/cmd_2.7
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cannot afford to observe distant stars, as they would be behind
a signiﬁcant amount of foreground dust. Therefore, in order to
have these very luminous stars in our library, we have to ﬁnd
them at brighter magnitudes and use shorter exposure times to
observe them.
Starting from this year (2018), we are designing some plates
for which we adopt a much brighter magnitude limit and
observe them with shorter exposure times. With 30 s exposures,
we can observe stars as bright as 8.0 mag in the g or i band.
This would allow us to build a bigger sample of more luminous
stars to widen our stellar-parameter coverage. DR15 will not
include these stars yet, but future releases will.
The release of parallax information for 1.3 billion sources in
Gaia DR2 (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016, 2018) makes it
much easier to select stars from extreme parts of the HR
diagram. Taking advantage of Gaia, we are patching our
library with hot blue stars, supergiants, tip-of-the-RGB stars
and AGB stars, and very cool M dwarfs. This will also improve
the parameter coverage of the ﬁnal sample.

The incompleteness at the bright end also matters for this
isolation constraint. Neither the PS1 or the APASS catalogs are
sufﬁciently complete for that. However, bright stars are too rare
to cause issues most of the time.
With Gaia DR2 providing photometry for nearly all stars
between magnitude ∼3 and 21 in the G band, we are now
switching to use both Gaia DR2 and PS1 for contamination
checking, which should pick up almost all contaminating
sources.
D.9. Selection of Standard Stars
Our standard stars are not the traditional Oke standards
(Oke 1990), but are F stars with reasonably smooth spectra.
These stars can be sufﬁciently well modeled by theoretical
spectra, such as those based on Kurucz model atmospheres.
This is the basis of our spectrophotometry for both MaNGA
and MaStar.
In MaNGA, we select F subdwarfs as standards using a set
of color criteria on the SDSS photometry as described by Yan
et al. (2016a). This method only works for a small fraction of
ﬁelds observed by MaStar. For most of the ﬁelds, which are
outside the SDSS footprint, we use PS1 and APASS for
selecting the standards.
We convert the PS1 magnitudes to SDSS ﬁlters using the
relations provided by Finkbeiner et al. (2016). We measure the
extinction using the Rayleigh–Jeans Color Excess method
(RJCE; Majewski et al. 2011), based on 2MASS H-band and
WISE W2 magnitudes, and then cap it at the value given by
the SFD dust map. We correct the optical magnitudes for
extinction using this extinction value and the coefﬁcients from
Schlaﬂy & Finkbeiner (2011) for Rv=3.1. We then deﬁne
mdist as follows and select those stars with mdist<0.12 as our
standard star candidates:

D.8. Isolation Constraints
Flux calibration is critical for an empirical stellar library.
Therefore, we need to exclude stars that could be contaminated
by neighboring stars in projection. Because we are using ﬁber
bundles to observe our targets, we actually make use of the ﬂux
ratios between the central ﬁber and the six surrounding ﬁbers to
constrain the exact centering of the star relative to the ﬁber
aperture. We use this to infer the wavelength-dependent ﬂux
loss to calibrate the ﬁnal spectra (see Section 4.2.1). Therefore,
in order to ensure accurate aperture correction, we require that
there is no signiﬁcant contamination of the six surrounding
ﬁbers by other stars.
More precisely, we require the ﬂux contribution by
neighboring stars to any of the six surrounding ﬁbers used in
the aperture correction to be less than 10% of the ﬂux
contribution by the target star in that surrounding ﬁber.
Assuming a very poor seeing (2 5) and unlucky placement
of the target and contaminating stars relative to the ﬁbers, the
above requirement translates to the following: the ﬂux
contributed by a contaminating star in a ﬁber placed in the
direction of the contaminating star, at the distance of the
contaminating star or 3″, whichever is smaller, needs to be less
than 0.28% of the total ﬂux of the target star. For stars with
more than one neighbor, we require the sum of all
contaminating ﬂux computed this way to be less than 0.28%
of the total ﬂux of the target star, ignoring potentially different
directions of the stars as if they were all in the same direction,
which is a very conservative assumption. For a star to be a
candidate target, this isolation requirement needs to be satisﬁed
in every ﬁlter available.
The isolation constraint requires our photometry catalogs to
be quite complete at both the bright and faint ends. The faint
limit needs to be 4.8 mag deeper than the faintest target to be
absolutely complete. For targets that can be found in the PS1
catalog, the contamination is computed using the full PS1
catalog, which is deep enough for the magnitude limit of 17.5
for our targets. For targets found in the APASS catalog, but not
found in PS1, the contamination is computed using our
combined PS1/APASS catalog, which is limited to 17.5 in the
g or i band. This is not deep enough, although 85% of these are
brighter than 15.5, and they only make up 5% of all the stars to
be considered.

m dist = [(g - r - 0.3)2 + (r - i - 0.09)2
+ (i - z - 0.02)2 ]1 2 .

(10)

For APASS, we only use the g−r and r−i colors to select
standards. We deﬁne mdist as follows, and we select only those
stars with mdist<0.08 as our standard star candidates:
m dist = [(g - r - 0.3)2 + (r - i - 0.09)2 ]1 2 .

(11)

Although we are using the RJCE method for extinction
estimation, we recognize that the errors in infrared magnitudes
could become signiﬁcantly ampliﬁed in the optical, leading to
large errors in our selection. Therefore, among stars that satisfy
the color criteria, we preferentially picked those with the least
extinction as our ﬁnal standards.
We select F stars for spectrophotometry because they are
warm enough to have a relatively smooth spectrum and are still
cool enough to be abundant in the ﬁeld and not enter the regime
where Balmer lines become less sensitive to temperature. In
order to select the correct stars, MaNGA uses ﬁve-band
photometry that includes the u band. The lack of u-band
photometry in PS1 and APASS and the larger uncertainty in
APASS magnitudes often lead to warmer stars being selected
as standards. We expanded the template set used by the
pipeline to deal with this issue.
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